Five swastikas
Cotter responds to student demands
f oun d on cam pus

Students United f or Change return to CCC:
* BY WHITNEY GLOCKNER

Student Cen ter. Mudd defa ced

News Editor

Last week President William Cotter offered his
of ficial response to the demands and concernsbroug ht
totheeampusGommiini ty CommitteebytheStud ents
of Color United for Change at the March 9 meeting.
Cotter conceded that the selection process for the
hew Dean of Intercultural Affairs to replace Dean
Victoria Hershey could have been handled better . He
said that Geraldine Roseboro will still take Hershey 's
place,and he has confidence in her abilities to carry out
the extensive agenda ahead.
Cotter also supported the students ' request to create an intern to the Dean of Intercultural Affairs position . Cotter will ask the Board of Trus tees to lift the
current freeze on administrative hiring for this person.
Cotter announced that a Latin American Studies
Program will be available to students no later than fall
1995. Also in the works are rriore classes in Latirio /a
Studies and Asian-American Studies.
On the subject of club funding, Cotter said that it is
not essential to increase budgets for speakers and
multicultural events, but that studen ts and faculty
should use*hei money more wisely and coflaforate brt
events. Discussions on this issue will continue ; accord
see DEMANDSon page 6
President Cotter,

¦ Echoyhotoby Brian Golden

MeArthur may stay four more
years ; Trustees vote this weekend
BY WHITNER GLOCKNER
News Edi tor
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decided to leave the swastika near
theMarson Commohs Room up and
News Editor
surround it with pictures of the Holocaust, accordingto jonathan Paris
Five swastikas have been found '96. Any new swastikas found will
scrawled on the wallsof the Student also be left up and surrounded with
Center and Mudd in the past week. like statements.
* "This was a coward 's action /'
"The statements madeb y the adsaid Matt Medwick "95.Hillel mem- ministration are welcome/' said
ber.
Medwick. "I would like to see some
The first swastika was found on sort of positive action come out of
March 30 in the
this. Words canSpa men's bathnot solve the
room, accordingto *TI*e publicdisplayof pr oblem."
Tullio Nieman, di- this «3rmbol—which
T
h
e
rector of Student
Waterville
Police,
Activities.Thesec- rep resents one of l^e Attorney General
ond and third most horri dregimes and the Antiwere found on
in theworld's = De fa ma t i o n
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League have
12:00p.m. and2: 00 history—exceeds all been notified of
. hounds of free
pirn. Gfte ^as in
the incidents, acthe Student Cen- " * expr ession ."
cording to Dean
ter men's bathBill
-Pr
esident
Cotter of the College
room near the Post
Pari Smith
Office andone was
Allhall staff were immediatel y
in the Spa men's bathroom. The notified throug h a voice message
fourth was found Tuesday at 11:30 after the first incident.
a.m. just outside the Marson ComStudents met with Smith, Presimons Room on the second floor of dent William Cotter and Dean of
the Student Center. The fifth was Students anice A. Kassman
regardJ
found Tuesd ay afternoon in Mudd ing the first
incident; and all stuin the third floor men's bathroom. dents received a letter from Cott er
The swastikas were between six after the meeting.
and twelve inches in d iameter and
"The public display ofthis symappeared t o be mad e with a pencil bol — which represents one of the
or by scra ping the wall with a pen. most horr id regimes in the world'
s
Safety and Security were called history—exceeds all bounds of free
in to investigate and take pictures , expression," said the letter.
but nothin g has come of the investiI t appears the swastikas were
gation. The first three swastikas drawn by the same person , accordwer ccovered over within twelve ing to Nieman. They are similar
in
hours of their discovery, accordin g f ormand line, he said.
to Nieman.
Members of Hillel, in conjunction with the administra tion, have SeeSWASTIKASon p a g e6

BY WHITNEY GLOCKNER

semester regarding the possibility
of staying*
MeArthur had already agreed to
stay on one extra year after an internal sear ch for a new dean failed in
December. If themotionis approved
this weekend, M eArt hur will st ay
on for an addi tional three years.
"I finally decided that there were
a lot of t hings I liked abou t being
Dean/' said MeArthur. "It has been
very rewarding."
MeArt hur had originally
planned to complete his ter m,t ake a

This weekend theBoard of Trustees will vote on a motion to suspend
the national search for a new Dean
of Facul t y and keep Dean Rober t
MeAr thur on for another four years ,
Pres ident William Cott er sent a
lett er t o t he f aculty, search committee and studen t executive leaders
on March 18 asking for support for
the idea. A response was requested
by today. MeArthur said he was
approached at the beginning of the SeeMcARTHURon p age 6

Students sp end sp ri ng break building homes
Although the program is run all will also go into a fund for next
BY EMILY CHAPMAN
over the country, theonlyvenuet he year's group.
v StaffWriter
Colby group was accepted for was
"We'relookingat doingit again ,"
Miami , Dalysaid.Thestuden ts were said Daly."It wasan awesomeweek
A grou p of 15 Colby students charged $60per personfor the week, —b etter than I expected."
led by John Daly *96 spent spring which covered the cost of some ^ ; the group left Colby the Thursbreak in Mlarini but not to relax and ^ ma terials, f ood, and lodging. They day night before break and arriv ed
get a good tan. They were building stayed in an Interfaith shelter which Sunday iii Miami where they spent
houses for poor families as part of "was basically a bunchof tent s t ha t the day at the beach. The rest of the
week, however , was much less reHabi tat for Humanity 's Collegiat e fyhid 'beejv
^left there," said Daly. ;
early eyery day
Challenge. f} ;"¦Q:;; ,;^if t ; y { .,- " :ff ; ; Andrew ]and
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take part In durin g sprin g break. Y»i^
students together from all across
His sister told him about Habitat for weregivena$1000gran t from Presi- campus and have a lot of fun and
Humani ty. Daly contacted the or- dent William Cotter to get the pro- get a lot done/' said Caleb Dolan
ganization after returning to Colby gram off the ground and $200from \ *L "^ -m^ ' - W- - >*'. ¦;
in the fall, and it sent him informa- Father J ohn Mar quis' collections. On
''Vye were basically checking
tion about the CollegiateChalle rt ge April 16 the studen ts are sponsor- thro ugh the houses that were ready
program, which is tun through the ing campus band s in Foss. The for inspection to make surethe work
twoand a half months that coincide money they make there will pay off that had been done was up to par," ' ¦ • • ¦¦ V Y; ' f ' f ;Y ':. ' . ' , ' . ' ; ' ;¦ .: : : '
with colleges' spring breaks.
the van they drove to Miami and gee HABITATon page 4
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Asian-America ns want action too
BY JONATHAN CANNON
Staff Writer

Classes begin earl y next fall
Classes will resume a week earlier than normal this August. Because
Rosh Hashanah falls the day after Labor Day, classes will resume on
September 1, said Janice A. Kassman, dean of students. Classes will
resume on September 6 in 1995. (W.G.)

Econ maj ors place fourth

Colby senior economics majors scored their best placing ever on this
year's comprehensive examination in economics, placing fourth out of
68 participating institutions.
"The students should feel pretty good about what they've accomp lished," said Thomas Tietenberg, economics department chair.
Colby's average score was 166.4, out of 200 points. Forty-two
students took the test. "These were extraordinarily high scores," said
Tietenberg. "No one failed, which is unusual."
"I think it's a prestigious honor for all Colby students," said
Tietenberg.
"The highest score was 199," earned by Paul White '94, said
Tietenberg. 'This was unbelievable." (J.C.)

Spotlights under new Dean 's
administr ation

Next year the secretarial support for the Spotlight lectures will fall
onto theofficeof the Dean of Students,according to Janice A. Kassman,
dean of students. The selection process will remain the same, but the
details of each lecture will no longer fall under the Students Activities
office.
The new Dean of Residential Life will be responsible for making
arrangements needed for the speakers, said Kassman. Kassman said
she hopes that this will insp ire more events in the residence halls
related to the Spotlight lectures, while taking some of the weight off
the Student Activities Office. (W.G.)

111 appl y for McPhe tres * job
The College is currently considering 111 applicantsto replace Dean
of Residential Life Joyce McPhetres when she leaves this summer,
according to Janice A. Kassman, dean of students. Approximately 10
will be interviewed by phone,and candidates will visit campus near the
end of the month. (W.G.)

Corrections
In the March 10 issue of the Echo, several lines were left out of Lee
Awbrey's article, "Rock the boat of complacency" due to a paste-up
error.
The text should have read: "We hear [dissent ] in the loss of talented
professors, in the transfer of creative students and in the reactions to
acts of hatred which repeatedly demonstrate that Colby is not a
welcoming atmosphere for all of its students." And, "I demand a social
education appropriate to the world in which 1will live in." And,"Suck
up the fact that Colby is, and if all goes as planned, always will be, a
white, Christian, upper-class dominated college."
In the March 17brief "Take your advisor to lunch," it was not clear
that a student may take any faculty member to lunch, not just his/her
advisor,as part of the new program sponsored by the Dean of Student's
office.

Asian-American students feel
underrepresented,and they would
like to see some amendments to
the Asian studiesprogramon campus.
There is a distinct difference
between Asians and Asian-Americans,said Henry Lo '97at the March
30 Campus Community Committee (CCC) meeting. Asians grow
up in Asia and have those cultural
values, but Asian-Americans are
Americans with some traces of the
Asian culture, he said.
'They are two different culture s

and the curriculum need to recognize this," he said.
Asian-Americansare perceived
as foreigners, not Americans, according to Rosa Chang '97. She
feels that the East Asian Studies
Department give,s minimal attention Korea, focusing instead on
China and Japan.
Chang said that putting AsianAmerican studies under the East
Asian Studies Department will perpetuate the stereotype that AsianAmericans are foreigners. There is
a substantial difference between
studying EasternAsiancuItureand
studying Asian-American culture,
she said.

Chang would also like to see
more Asian-American faculty to
serve as role models for minority
students.
'Thereis a certain intimidation
and discomfort not to see any familiar faces in the higher ranks,"
she said.
"Asian students have a voice
and it is time for the administration to listen and take action," she
said.
'The basic problem is that the
administration or Colby in general
is trying to bunch together all
Asians,"said Tamae Prindle, associate professor of East Asian Culture and Languages. Q

SAC rejects new housing proposal
BY JONATHAN CANNON
Staff Writer

The Student Affairs Committee
(SAC) has rejected a proposal which
would allow groups of six to ten
students to live together. The proposal came in response to demand s
for a multicultural building on campus.
"{The proposal] didn't solve the

problem of multicultural housing/'
said SAC Student Chair Jessica
Newman '94.
"The president,Janice[Kassman,
dean of students] and Paul Johnson
[associate dean of students] came
up with the proposal ," said
Newman.
"[Students] could apply to live
in rooms in large dorms," said
Newman. Smaller buildings, such

as the former fraternity houses and
the Heights, were excluded.
'They could live together if they
could find a good enough reason
and a faculty sponsor ," said
Newman.
The Students of Color,the group
pressing for a multicultural house,
agreed to the terms of the proposal,
"but they weren't extremely happy
with it."said Newman. ?

Colby defies 1974 Privacy Act and
r efu ses to release student IQ scores
BY ERIN DUGGAN
Staff Writer
_-,

A Nov. 1974 Echo reported that
the "Family Educational Rights
and Privacy Act of 1974" had gone
into effect on Nov. 19 of that same
year, opening students' records,
previously keptconfidentialby the
College, to students and parents.
"As the act reads now, an institution has 45 days after being notified by a student or parent in which
to supply the records. Thisincludes
all letters of recommendation,psychiatric records, college records,
financial records, and even IQ
scores, which traditionally have
been off-limits for anyone but a
select few college personnel,"said
the Echo.
The Echo reported that the new

law upset learning institutions,and
that the American Council of Education had requestedchanges to the
law. Colby would not completely
comply with this new law, according to the Echo. Eustis still would
not release some material, such as
IQ scores, because "releasing them
would not serve any worthwhile
purpose, but could be potentially
damaging toa student'sego and/or
motivation."
Colby also kept psychiatric
records confidential. Access to these
files could bepotentiallydisastrous,
according to the College, and that
the way the privacy law read, the
files of psychiatrists could be
opened, removing confidentiality
and greatly hampering the benefits
of counseling.
"Dean Sweeney points out that

the confidential files at Colby contain only a small portion of the
college's complete information
about students," said the Echo.
About 80 percent of all information is kept in an "open file." This
is available to almost anyone, said
the Echo.
"In effect, the Privacy Act has
not changed much in Eustis. As
the law stands now, the College is
in violation of the law,but the possibility of a future amendment has
temporarily given them a hope that
some of its power over students'
personal records will be restored.
There are plenty of other schools
in the same situation, and it is possible that they all are waiting for
the law to be challenged in court, a
process which could take a long
time," said the Echo. ?
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Date rap e at Colby: who says it 's not the real world ?
One woman's
account of date rap e
a»

^

BY ERIN DUGGAN
Staff Writer

Are women raped at Colby? A re
women violated on Mayflower Hill?
Yes, t hey are , according to Patti
Hopperstead,direct or of counseling
services, and very often the act of
violence is committed by someone
the victim knows and trusts.
Acquaintancerape is sexual assault committed by someone the victi m knows, according to a Health
Center pamphlet. The definition of
ra pe, according to the pamphlet, is
when"oneperson forcesanotherinto
any sexual activity against that
person's will and without that
person's consent , or in a situation
wh ere the victim is unable to give
consent because of physical or mental incapacity by reason of alcohol
consu mption, sleep or unconsciousness."
Denial and shame are only twoof
the many reasons that more women
do not seek help or counseling after
being raped , according to
Hopperstead.
. "I think part of the reason more
women don't seek help is denial,
especially with acquaintance rape,"
said Hopperstead. "It's hard for the
person who's had that experience to
even admit to themselves that that's
what's happened to them. It's a situation that they were with
somebody...who they thought they
knew well, they could trust, someone who respected their feelings,and
that person violated them that way.
It's such a devastating experience."

Hopperstead said denial is a
"natural human reaction/' and that
man y women "...try not to think
about it. They avoid it and just move
on.
She said that years later, however,the pain and confusion of what
happenedmay surface.Hopperstead
said some of the women she sees at
Colby had been raped in high school
or before and suddenly feel the need
to talk about it.
Hopperstead said a common misconception is that rape is always violent.
"It is not always violent, and I
think the most common scenario at a
college campus involves alcohol and
the 'hook-up.' People go back to
somebody's room...the man [usuall y!
presses for sexual contact and even if
the woman says 'no/ he doesn't listen to that 'no' and he pursues it."
Women at Colby and in the
Waterville area can seekhelpthrough
the Rape Crisis Hotline, said
Hopperstead. Colby currently has
two trained students working on the
hotline.Oneof them came and spoke
about her experiences.She said if a
woman needs help after she has been
raped,the hotline offers someone for
t he victim to talk to, someon e to go
with the victim to the hospital , and
advice on who she can see if she
wants to press charges. It can be
anonymous, if the victim wishes.
"Most calls are just counseling,
someone to talk to on the phone,"
said the student. "We give them the
information they may want. We
know about support groups."

The stud ent described one case
sh e encountered w it h an old er

woman, not f rom Colby, who called

the hotline.She had been raped and

wanted to go to the hospital. The

student saidthe woman had the most
trouble dealing with her own guilt
and wondered what she had done to
provoke the attack.
Both Hopperstead and the student said that this way of thinking,
while normal,iswrong,because rape
is a crime committed against someone. That is why victim s of rape are
often referred to as survivors.
Hopperstead also said thatmany
women have problems dealing with
t heir rape, and even question if they
have been a victim of rape. This is
mainly due to the picture t hat some
women have in their minds that a
rape is always violent and with a
stranger. Women also may feel,as in
theexampleofthewomanwhocalled
th e h otline, that they could be to
blame. Hopperstead disagrees with
this. Tf the woman feels she was
raped, in my way of thinking, she
was raped."
A hotline is being established at
Colby. According to Joan
Sanzenbacher, director of special
programs, t his idea was conceived
by the Harassment Advisory Group,
and trained students will offer peers
confidential help. This hotline is inte nde d to be "a very informal but
informed place,"said Sanzenbacher.
The hotline is scheduled to operate
between 11:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.
Sundays at x306O, starting this Sunday., said Sanzenbacher.

I If sexual assa ult happens to you...

If you are a victim of sexual assault, you have many options, according to a pamphlet available from the
Health Center. First, tell someone you trust, like a good friend or RA/HR. If you have been raped, it is a good
idea to go to the Health Center as soon as possible, to get medical attention for STDs or pregnancy,as well as
any physical injuries that you may have. The pamphlet also suggests not changing your clothes,because traces
of evidence may remain on them after the perpetrator leaves.
How to report sexual*assault...
If you so choose, you have many options when reporting a rape (or any other form of sexual assault- The
Health Center pamphlet suggests going to the Dean's office. Here you will have three options :
1.Request that the dean take no action other than to speak with the alleged perpetratorto explain from your
perspective what happened ;
2. Request that the dean mediate the matter by discussing what occurred with you and the alleged
perpetrator;
3. Request that the alleged perpetrator be referred to a Dean's Hearing or to the Judicial Board to begin
college disciplinary proceedings
and/or...
Report the assault to the police for adjudication.

The f ollowingare the words of
a female first -year student who
was recently f ate raped, The student begm Toy saying that theman
httdp ressutedhetuntil , Af ter saying "no" several timesr she gave
vp and toak the Attitude of "let 's
just get it overwith." Shespoke to
I rin DuggOHf 0 staff writerfor the
Echo.
"HJ feel a completeloss of control/'she said. "1feel disgusting
and I hate ihe person who did
this 1ome*If*90 conniving and
sneaky -— he**
such a slime. 1
think it was so
obvious that I
did not want to
fool around with
him, let alone
have sex, and he
just kept pushing until I felt
like I was just an
obj ect and didn't
careanymore.
"I talked to
other women/"
she continued /
"who had almost identical experiences with the same man. He
used thesameVomeonyou know
you want to'lines,and they had
the same effect.
^"1 feel guilty, I have no idea
why.I feellike everyone is questioning me, when he's the one
Who should havefoanswerques«
tions. Was it rape? 1don't know.
That word sounds so violent,and
that"s not the way it was. He manipulates women, he doesn't
knock them down and rip their
clothes off. That's what's scary.
You don't know what's going on
until it's almost too late. I know
that I did almost everything that
I could to stop it fromhappening,
short of screaming and causing a
scene,andheis—?was—afriend,
so this is really hard. Of coursehe
told his friends a different story*
One time 1 did get away from

him,by running down the halJ to
my room and locking him out
He fold his friends, that he went
to get a condom, and when he
turned around I had a weirdloolc
in my eyesand just JfreaJked out/
Tellinghim to get a condom was
the only way he would move
away from me, and I could get
out. I mean, come on~.what he
didn't tell liis friends was that
the wholetime I wassaying mat
I didn't want to touchhim,dial I
was saying 'no,94,110/ and that
the same thins?
had happened
before.
There was
one time where
it was mutual,£
v ery
was
wasted, landl
take hillresponsibility for my
actions. But
when I say'no/
1 mean it, and
why he thinks
that he can
changemymind
about what I wantto do withmy
hody really upsets me. He's a
veryscary person,becauseheacts
like this confused little boy; so
innocent,tout it's all a scam. He
checks off alt the girls that he
hooks up with in his face book,
and. his friends alt use the same
suave lines on ixls.It's xoaUy
^ I question
disgusting, and:

whether some of these 'men'de*
serve to go to Colby.
The morning after the last
incident where 1ran out of the
^
talkedtooneof his friends
room,!
about it, and his response was
that 2 was really drunk. If I had
been so drunk, which 1wasn't,I
Would have stayed. And even if 1
was drunk, all the more reason
that he shouldn't try to change
my mind into having sex with
him. Sorry If this offends anyone,but the truth hurts."
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Bosnian ref ugee g ets Colby
student' s aid in Waterv ille
BY DAVID HOLTZMAN

"Smajovic left
Sars gevc.havi ng
suffered a shattered
femur , ru ptured
stomach , and a torn
Achilles' tendon in
an artiller y attack
the previous
month. "

Features Editor

A eight-year-old refugee from
the warin Bosnia-Herzegovinawho
recentlybeganclassesat a Waterville
school is getting help learning English from a Colby student.
Ju dy Carl-Hendrick, director of
Colby's English as a Second Language (ESL) program, said Mary
Thomson 96 volunteered to help
the Bosnian girl, Minela Smajovic,
twice a week. Smajovic, her older
sister and their parents know virtually no English, but the girls are
taking the same classes as their
American counterparts.
"[A teacheratBrookside Elementary Schooll asked me if I knew
anyone who knew Serbo-Croatian,"
said Carl-Hendrick,referringto the
Bosnian language, "but there's so
few who need ESL in Waterville,
and few who speak this language.
So it will be good to at least have
someone workingwith her [outside
of class!/
"I felt badly about them and
wanted tohelp,"said Thomson. Tin
hoping she'll be comfortable with
me.
Smajovic left Sarajevo, the capital of Bosnia-Herzegovina, on
Christmas Eve, having suffered a
shattered femur,ruptured stomach,
and a torn Achilles' tendon in an

artillery attack the previous month.
She, her sister and her father came
to Mid-Maine Medical Center in
Waterville because Mid-Maine was
one of 10 hospitals in the United
States accepting wounded children
from the war.
Louis Sinclair, the national vicepresident of Veterans for Peace,
made plans for Smajovic and her
family to reach Waterville and to
live with an American family. The
girls' mother joined the others on
March 7 — she had been unable to
leave earlier because of a lack of
proper documentation.
Sinclair said he thought the children were doing well in their new
surroundings, considering the
trauma they had been through.
"Both of their teachers say
they're adjusting well," he said.
"They've madefriendsand livewith

a wonderful family."
Carl-Hendrick said
the
children'seducationallevelissomewhat belowthat of others their age,
because there was no opportunity
for school in Sarajevo.
"Isaw thestudentsdrawingEaster eggs," she said. "You could tell
right awaywhich eggwas Minela's.
It was like a five-year-old's picture.
She hasn't had the [chance] to do a
lot of drawing."
Sinclair said he is trying to arrange refugee status for the father,
so he can work here; the mother,
who arrived on March 7, already
hasit. The mother survived on "two
litersof rice and a couple cups of oil
for two months," he said.
Many businesses and individuals from the Waterville community
have donated supplies or time to
the family, Sinclair said. Freemedical aid, beyond the reconstructive
surgery Minela underwent when
she first arrived, has been invaluable, he said.
"It educates people about the
costsof war,"hesaid."Ithink many
peopleareawarethe family ishere."
He said the Smajovics would be in
this country for the foreseeable future. "The war is still going on, and
thechildrenare still recovering.The
mother's apartment was takenover
as soon as she left because of the
housing shortage. They have no
possessions." ?
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Echo p hoto by Brian Golden

The Mary Low Coffeehouse is an even more popul arplace
to gather for singing and relaxing in the spring.
'

e»

HABITAT, cont inue d from page 1
Daly said.
"I had an amazing time," said
Dolan.I mainly wentbecause [Dalyl
told me about it and Habitat seemed
like a good way to get out of sitting
at home for a week. It's a really great
organization and I hope we can do
something in Waterville soon."
"I decided to go because I really
liked the idea of doing something
productive rather than sitting

around here and just talking about
wanting to contribute something to
a community," said Milly Noyes
'94, who went on the trip.
"Bythe end of the weekwecould
really see some progress we had
made ourselves and it was a really
good feeling," said Noyes. "And, it
was also probably the nicest group
of 15people ever assembIed."Q

JOSEPH FAMILY SPA APRIL SPECIAL S
4
5
6
7
8

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday :
Friday

11
12
13

Monday :
Tuesday ;
Wednesday

Swiss Burger with Sauteed Mushrooms with Onion Rings
Grilled Reuben with Fries
Breaded Pork Tenderloin on a Bullae Roll with Gravy and Fries
Taco Salad with Refried Beans & Chutros
Seafood Basket with Cole Slaw ="
Sausage ;& Papper Parmesanwith Mozzarella Sticks
; Beef Stir Ftyj in a Pita pocket with Pasta Salad ¦
Three-Chees^ Tuna Melt; with Palsta Sated ;
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The 1994 Graduation
Edition Glass Tee Shirt

BY MICHAEL S. GOODE
Staff Writer

Barnardsaid the bookstorewill
usually give a student $10 for a
used book it will sell for $15. But if
the professor has reported thebook
will be used again, tlie student can
get the full $15 for it He said students often could get this extra
moneybutdon'tbecause theydon't
ask about the status of the books
they are selling.
If more books are needed than
can be obtained through buy-back,
Colby checks with seven different
used-book wholesalers. Only after
exhausting this option does the
bookstorebuy new copies,Barnard
said.
He said prices for collegebooks
havenearlydoubledin the pastfive
yearsbecauseofanewpricingstructure used by small publishers.
Big companies were getting a
bigger discount than smaller companies like college "bookstores," he
said. "Instead of selling books to
me for $16, [publishers! were selling them for $20." In response, the
bookstore ended its reliance on the
publishers' suggested prices and
turned toa monthly reportfrom the
Follett College Book Company.
"In the span of five years the
prices of books almost doubled because of this new pricingstructure,"
Barnard said.
The Iron Horse Bookstore in
Waterville deals almost exclusively
with used textbooks and does only

The risingcost of books for students in the last five years is due to
higher charges from publishers,according to Bruce K. Barnard, manager of the Colby bookstore. He
said the store breaks even on the
sale of textbooks.
In the past seven years, Colby
has gonefrom doing $8,000of used
book business annually to o^ver
$150,000 this year, he said, helping
to lessen the burden of dramatically higher retail prices for new
books.
"Wewould literallybuyall used
[books] if wecould get them," said
Barnard.
Barnard said the bookstore
sends out requests for faculty to
send themlists of books they will be
using for the next semester. However, only thirty to forty percent of
the professors deliver their list in
time for bookbuy-backattheend of
the semester. Students are offered
50 percent of the retail price if their
book appears on a professor's list.
"There's nothing more frustrating to us than to not be able to buy
back a book and then get the order
for it [from a professor]in July/'he
said. Students get offered far less
money for a bookif the bookstore
does not know if it is going to be
used the following semester.

Want to surprise your graduat ing kid?
Call J on Blau '94 at (207) 877-4456 by
APRI L 15 to order a shirt. We will deliver it
to their mailbox by May 4. Call for details!

Send order forms to Jon "JB " Blau '94 at box 6243
by April 15. Make checks pay able to Jon Blau.

about four percent of the business
the Colby Bookstore gets, according to Charlie Hartman, the store's
owner.
"We are such a distant second.
We have to work very hard and
that's why we offer free delivery/'
she said.
The Iron Horse checks three or
four different price lists and uses
the lowest one, Hartman said. She
said the IronHorse's prices aregenerally similar to those of the Colby
bookstore.
Colby sells newbooks at 23percent more than it bought them for
oratFolletfslist price,whichever is
lower, Barnard said.
"Publishers have been raising
prices[asmuch as]twiceayear,"he
said. "Theyarebusinessesand they
are there to make a profit. What a
fair profit is has been a Isubject of]
debate. As profits have declined for
the publishers, they have looked to
other means to make profits, such
as coming out with new editions
every year."
Colby has tried to combat the
price increasesby adding to its used
book percentage, Barnard said . He
said the College also encourages
professors to make up coursepacks
so students only have to buy sections of books rather than entire
books. In addition, whenever the
bookstore prices abook incorrectly,
it refunds the students, he said. ?
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to the Colby Community:
/

The Student Center is a building for ALL of the students at Colby. In the
past week, several swastikas have been found in various parts of the Student Center. These hate crimes insult, alienate, and hurt many members of
jBSu^MIffi
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Echophotoby Whitney Glockner
One of the swastikas scrawled on a Student Center wall.
The administration did not
"This is horrible and painful,"
speculate as to whether the swas- said Smith. "We are doing all we
tikas were dr awn by a student , can do until we get information
faculty or staff member.
on who may be doing this. "
"I deplore this type oi behavA candleli ght vigil rememberior," said Nieman. "If anyone ing those killed in the holocaust
wants to talk about race or religion will be held tonight at 7:20. The
don 't hide behind drawin gs like Administration hopes to fill the
this.""I think that the community April 28 Spotlight ,Lecture date
is responding positively," said with a speaker on a related topic,
Smith .
according to Smith.Q

ing to Cotter.
Relations with the Financial Aid
Office and students will hopefully
be improved by having theintern to
the Dean of Intercultural Affairs act
as a liaison for the students bet ween
the Financial Aid office, the Business Office and the Dean's Offic e.
Cotter said the Financial Aid Office
hasalready madeeffortsto improve
on issueson of privacy and communication with all students.
President Cotter voiced great
concern and reservation on instituting a multicultural house without
extensive research into the matter.
Mike Miller tasked that the investigation be conducted by a professional, not someone within the College.
The Student Affairs committee
turned down this week an administration proposal that would have
allowed up to ten students to live
together. (See story on pageZ)
The students asked that they be
allowed to present a proposal to the
Board of Trustees at this weekend' s
meeting. Cotter agreed.
"I really do not see any way that
a multicultural house could lower
the standards on this campus," said
Sherman Helenese '95. "The standards of fthe house !are positive. "Q

McARTH URcontinued fr ontp age 1
year s sabbatical , and then return to
teaching full time.
"For me, this has always been a
conflict of interest ," said MeArthur.
" I enjoy teaching and see myself as
a teacher. That is why I came to
Colby." MeArthur hasbeenatColby
for 20years.
The search committe e recommended that MeArthur stay an additional year to allow for a thorough external search , according to
Dean of Students J anice Kassman.
"I feel that other colleges who
have Deansfrom outside work quite
well," said MeArthur. "From what I
know there are good reasons to
search for someone off camp us —
they can offer a new perspe ctive."
The administration hopes that a
three year extension will allow time
for several qualified faculty who
ar e working on research projects to
conclude their research and become
eligible as candidates for the position, accord ing to Kassman .
Stu-A President Marine! Mateo
"94 does not believe it is in the best
interest of thest ud ent stoallowDean
MeArthur to stay on for an extended
term.
"1think he has been slow in address ing studen t s' concerns and ha s
sat on alo t of issues," siad Mateo.
Mateo and Stu-A Vice President
Bonnie Johnson '94 took it upon

Think of the six women
closest to you.
Now guess

which one will be raped
this year.
M..
'I

om im [i ill aVmrw«*i will In wwlly uuuIN rtli imr

themselves at the January meeting
of the Board of Trustees to complain
that the sub-committee on advising
had not been resurrected. They felt
that MeArthur was stifling the issue, said Mateo.
_ "Ifit takes ustattling tothe trustees to get him to do something ,"
said Mateo, "then heis not doing his
job."
There are 60 assistant pr ofessors
who will be reviewed for tenure in
the next six years, according to
MeArthur , who will preside over
many of these tenure decisions if his
termisextended for four more years.
The Dean of Facul ty position is
tra ditionally a rotating thr ee-year
position that may be extended an
additiona l three years. MeArthur
has alr eady serv ed six year s and
would serve a total of ten if this plan
is approved.
"I think there is a very good
rea son to structure six year terms
(since] that is the sabbatical period ,"
said MeAr thur. "Six years is not a
very long time though. Despite the
fact that I was already, at Colby,
there is a lot of learnin g involved in
being a Dean. "
MeAr thur said he has broug ht
abou t a lot of positive change. During his six years as Dean of Faculty,
MeAr thur said he has revamped
the all-college requirements , low-

?tumuli —in»wi n»ii»iiiii —
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• Saint Joseph's College
TwoSt. Joe'sstudents were arrested two weeksagofor makin g false
identification for under- age students , reported March 30 issue of The
ChronicleofH gherEducation.
i
The students werearrested with fourother
college students when police, who had been tipped off by campus
security, raided the hotel room from which the two students were
operatin g accordin g to The Chronicle. "Authorities say the students
gavefree rides to customer s from the universit yto the hotel, where fake
New Jersey driver 's licenses were reportedly sold for $100 apiece/' the
article said. Up to 200students may have purchased these fakes, said the
article.

Bates College
"A former University of Pennsylvania student has filed a federal suit
against Bates Collegefor failing to notif y the university 3f a former Bates
pro fessor 's alleged sexually harassing behavior when recommendi ng
him to the Penn facult y," accordin g to the March 18 Bates Student. "Lisa
Topol, 22, claims that Malcolm Woodfield had been accused of and
reprimanded for sexual harassment while an assistant professor o1f
English at Bates from 1990-1992," said The Student. Topol accused
Woodfield of seducin gher into a sexual relationshi p with him while she
was his student at Penn last year, according to the paper. "Topol is also
filing a $100,000 suit with the University of Penns ylvania, claiming that
the school delayed formal accusations against Woodfield for months
after initial complaint " said the article.
In the March 25 pap er, the president of Bates released a "five-point
Bates racism response plan. " The plan tries to achieve "more welcoming
of differences and greater diversit y among students and faculty, " the
article said. "The memo [sent by the president to the campus community !includes the planned formation of harassment policies pertaining
to discrimination based on race, ethnicity and sexual orientation , and
multicultural initiatives in the areas of student admission, the curriculum, faculty appointment and retenti on, and student resources ," said
the article.

University of Maine
"Extr a attention on women's issues and accomplishments is the
purpo se of the University of Maine 's Women 's History Celebration /'
said the March 23,1994 editionof TheMaine Campus. The pap er reported
that the university has been celebrating women's history tor almost 10
years, and that the planning of these events begins in the summer and
that there is a campus-wide effort to pull the event together. "It 's
important once a year to feature the many different ways women have
contributed to our livesand the world, said Director of the Women inthe
Curriculum program AnnSchonberger in the Campus. Schonber ger also
hopes that students will have a desire to learn more about women's
issues and take a women's studies class.

LeMoyne College
Feeling that they had been unfa irly blamed for assault against a
white student , approx imat ely 50 students held a sit-in at the college's
adminis trative building in Syracuse, NY, accord ing t o t he Mar ch 23
edition of The Chronicle of H igher Educat im. The article said that the
presiden t of the st uden t governmen t, Megan Bigelow, had received
threatenin g phone calls prior to her attack by a black man while ridin g
a dormi tory elevator. "Bigelow had recently voted aga inst a proposal t o
increase minori ty rep resentation in the student government ," said the
pap er. "Black students staged the sit-in because they said the media had
unfairly implicated in the assault anyone who was black. They also
criticized the college for publicizing the event," said the article.
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ered the number of courses needed
to graduate , raised the number of
four credit courses offered in the
curriculum , and instituted minors
and the Women's Studies, International Studies and African-American Studies programs. MeArthur
also helped institute the Education
and Human Development and Science and Technology Studies progra ms.
If he continues as Dean for four
more years, MeArthur plans to institute Latin American Studies and
Environmental Studies programs.
Mateo has drafted a letter voicing her concerns about the issue to
President William Cotter and members of Presidents ' Council. She
hopes that student leaders will sign
the letter and voicetheir concerns as
well. A motion was passed at the
last President s' Council meetin g to
draf t a letter to be signed by all Hall
and Common s pres iden t s, but the
motion was later voted down because the students did not feel that
they had enough informa tion, said
Ma teo.
The Dean of Facul ty position is a
somewha t myst erious for studen ts
because he or she affects them only
indirectly through the faculty, said
MeArthur. He said his contact with
studen ts oncommittecsand taskforces
has been essential to his work. Q
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: - Mana ges news staff writers.
- Assigns news stories.
- Writes late-b reakin g articles.
- Edits news copy.
- Attends editori al board meetin gs.
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Arts & Entert ainment Editor:
- Mana ges A & E staff wr iters.
- Assigns A & E stories.
- Edits A & E copy.
- Attends editorial board meetin gs.

Business Mana ger:

- Ma nages Echo finances inclu ding
advertisi ng revenue , payroll , billin g and
budgeting.
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Facult y interview:
Scott Reed
BY DAWN" DEVINE
A&E Editor
Echo : Give us a brief bio.
Scott Reed: Born, not dead yet. I
think that 's pretty brief.
E: Tell us how you became
interested in printmaking.
SR: Many years ago I transferred
into the University of South Florida
as a junior and a die-hard painter.
All the painting classes were full.
Intaglio printmaking was still open
so I took it. Soon many of the MFA
graduate students were gathering
around o-o-hing and a-h-h-hing my
work. It was years later that I finally
committed to printmaking fully and
I did graduate from South Florida
with a degree in painting. But it was
pr obably there that fate revealed to
me that a seed had been planted ,
E: Which artists influenced or
inspired you the most?
SR: Late Kandinsky 1934-44,
much Paul Klee, Phillip Guston ,
Terence La Nove, Al Held, Matta.
E: What do you like to dp when
you're not in the studio?
SR: I like to livemy life such that
it prepares mefor when I am in the
studio.
E: Is there a book or magazine
by your bed?
SR: I do believe there are books
in every room in my apartment. But
I don't read in bed. The book I have
out now isThe Alchemist's J ournal by
Evan S. Connell. .
E: What' syour favorite thing to
cook?
SR: I live alone and in many
ways am a very, very simple person. When I cook, I cook the same
thin g—vegetables and rice-with
subtle variations.
E: Tell us about one of the
pieces in your art show. Which has
the most meaning or significance
to you?
SR: My show hopefully expr esses the concept of theme and

Echo f i l ephoto

Scott Reed.

variation. As suchthe themeismore
important than any variation , and
every variation is a re-telling of the
theme. If I stand in front of almost
any one of them fdr too long it becomes my favorite. It is much more
valuable for you to find your favorr
ite piece that to know mine.
E: If you could interview one
person, from the past or present,
who would it be? What would you
ask him/her?
SR: It maybe that I have not met
that person yet nor formulated that
question. I think that perhaps near
death , and with the answer assuredly "yes," I would ask my own
heart if I had lived my life well.
E: Is printmaking an extremel y
difficult art form to pick up?
SR: It has its moves just like
chess has its moves. After the fact
both can be learned in a day. But it
takes a lifetime to play well, and
maybe even that isn't enough time.
E: One last question: What do
you seeyourself doing in ten years?
SR: I would like to be doing
what I am now. I would like to be a
wiser,morecompassionate teacher.
I would still like to be extremely
curious about my own work , and I
would like to be stronger and quieter within my personal life. ?
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Random cuts from some
innovative fie^
*

BY DAWN DEVINE
A&E Editor

Here are some female artists
worth your while:
Concrete Blonde: "Castles
Made of Sand. " A Hendrix cover
recorded liveat the infamous Whiskey on the Sunset Stri p. "We 're
exercisin g our Hendrix option ,"
Johnette Napolitano says, and t hen
delivers her ras py Joplin-esque vocals to the crowd. From the "Mexican Moon" CD maxi single.

Blondie: ^Heroes. *' Debbie
Harry does Bowie at the
Hamm ersmith Odeori , 1980- Off a
fun and nosta lgic compilation
called "Blondie : Blonde and Beyond," that includes tunes like my
writer /philosopher friend Gary
Valentine 's "X Offender " and even
a Spanish version of that disco classic "Call Me. "
J ulianna Hatfield Three: "For
The Birds. " J ust Julianna , her voice
and a piano, available on a CD
single. J ust as good as "Spin the

Bottle" but not as awful as some of
the cutesy, rhyming lyrics on the
album.
Tori Amos: "Baker , Baker. "
What Tori does best on "Under The
Pink" : sighs, piano, beautiful and
sensual word s, and more sighs.
She's having fun on this one.
Hole: "Doll Parts. " One of
many aching tracks off "Live
Through This." Courtney Love and
underground rock were as meant
to beas she and Kurt Cobain—• but
she stands tall on her own. Q
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= Thursda
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= Spotlight Lecture:
"Gender and Genre:
= Male and Female Autobiogra= phy"
== Jill Ker Conway
Lorimer Chapel
=
—~- ** a.m.
. oRecital:
. ,
= c
Semor

==

==
=
^m
=
=
=

p=

Laura Pavlenko,clarinet
Cina Wertheim, flute
Lorimer Chapel
7:3° P-m'
.„ ^
Open w
Mic
f^
Mary Low Coffeehouse

8 P-m -

=
„ ,
„
k
= Performing
Arts
Presents
EE
= A? Y°u Lite ft
= Strider Theater
_ Runnals Union
EEz 8P-m '
=
=
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Stu-A Film:
Carlito'sWay
!
«.«*«, inn
Lovejoy
100
7 & 9 p.m.
$2 admission

Thurt^ar
I fiursda y

Performing Arts Presents:
AsYou LikeIt
Strider Theater
Runnals Union
8 p.m.

Friday
?°nT'-

„„
•
Inca Sun,Southt AAmerican
Folk

'

Bowdoin College:

Saturday

Instrumental Group
Lorimer Chapel
8 p.m.

. .
Performing Arts
^
Presents:
AsYoulikelt
Stnder Theater
Runnals Union
8 P'm-

Environmental Institute Ray:
A Sense of Wonder
Rcard Theater,MemorialHall
8 p.m.

Thursday
Concert:
Chesnut Brass Quintet
Bates College Chapel

Student Recital:
Erinne Dark '94
Lorimer Chapel
3 p.m.
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Hoyts Cinema Center,873-1300 =
=
Major League11 (?G>
SchindlerSList(R)
=
=
Tte Paper(R)
D2 (PG)
=
Thumbellina (G)
E
=
Philadelp hia (PG 13)
Nated Gun 33 2/3 (PG 13)
=
E

Bates College:

Sunday

Stu-A Film:
Carhto'sWty
7&9p.m.
Lovejoy 100
$2admission

Railroad Square Qnema, 873avid
Heavenand Earth Thursday
6:45 only
ITie Swapper Thursday 9-25 only
Where TheRiverFlowsNorth Fridav-Thursdav 7 p m
Saturday and Sunday 3:15 p.m.
Dan^oLG^ne Friday-Thursday 9:05 p.m.

Benefit Concert:
Schooner Fare
Pickard Theater, Memorial
Ha"
8 p.m.

'
r
^w
Carhto s Way
l *'?^'
Lovepy lOO
$2 admission

the Deansmen and Merimanders,
a capella vocal groups
Olin Arts Center Concert Hall
7 and 9 pm.
v'
iw?/7ftW7? 7ra «>
mWwdm&Z

Saturday

S
T bi
Ocean
Blue
Page Commons Room
Student Center
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FREE 2 Liter Cott Soda
Ball Game Skinless Franks 1# Packa ge $1.49 get
When you purchase one (1)
Riverside Frankfort Rolls (6 Count )
$3.09 [
@
Don
Martino
Pizza
FREE
j 1
I
Sunkist J umbo Navel Oranges 4 for $1.00
Turbana Bananas .33 cents per pound
Cott Soda 2 Liter bottles .79 cents
Grandpa Extra Large Eggs Dozens .99 cents
Homefarm Ice Cream Half Gallons $1.99 -AB Cott 24 Pack 12 Oz Cans $ 4.99
^wr Coca Cola 2 Liter Soda 4 for $5.00
Lays Potato Chips 6 Oz Bags .99 cents
Shurfine Milk Gallons : 11% is $2.09 ] I 2% is $2.12 11 Whole is *2.16 I
Free Quart Grants Orange J uice when you purchase 1 Quart Orange J uice at $ 1.29
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LAURA PAVLENKO , Editor-in-Chief
ingEditor
J OSH LUTTON , Mana g

WHITNEY GLOC KWER , N ews Editor
J AC COYNE, Sp orts Editor •
ELIZABETH HERBERT , Opinions Editor
DAVID HOLTZMAN , Features Editor
DAWN DEVINE , A & E Editor
CINA WEKTHEIM , Photo Editor
YUHGO YAMAGUCHI , Photo Editor
DAVID MACLEAY, Layout Editor
J ONATHAN CANNON, Asst.NewsEditor

P.J .MCBKIDE, Asst.Sports Editor
J ON BLAU, Business Manager
MARC RUBIN, Ad Manager
DANIELLA ARAUJ O, Ad Representative
ANPYVERNON , StaffCartoonist
CHRIS GRIFFITH , layout Assistant
BRIAN GOLDEN , layout Assistant
CHRISTINE DASH ProductionMana ger
CHRIS LOHMAN , Subscriptions Manager

TheColby Echois a weekly newspap er published by the studen tsof Colby College on
Thursday of each week the College is in session.
The Echo encourages letters from its readers , especially thos e within the immediate
community. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to a topic pertaining
to current issues at Colby. Letters are due by 8 p.m. Monday for publica tion the same
week. Letters should be typed and must be signed and include an address or phone
number. If possible, please also submit letters on a 35 inch Macintosh disk in Microsoft
Word forma t. You may also submit letters via e-mail to "echo@colby.edu " .
The Echo reserves the rig ht to edit all submissi ons.
The Edi torials , below, are the official opinion of the paper. Opinions expressed in
individual columns , adver tising and features are those of the author , not the Echo.
The Echo will mak e every effor t possible t o preven t inaccuracy , but will not be held
responsible for errors in advertisemen ts or articles.
For informa tion on advertising rates , publication dates , or to cont act us about
submi tting an article ,.please call <2(X7) 872-3349 (x3349 on campus ).

Swastika outbre ak sad ,
reaction encoura ging
K

It is almost redundant to write an editorial condemning;ihe outbreak of anti-Semiticgraffiti on campus,consideringthe strengthaitd
unanimityot the condemnation (com. the Colhy community,these
actionsace a supremeexantpleofignorance,insensitivjtyand bigotry,
but moreimportant is the reaction it has elicited fromall members of
the community.
On a campu^^ whereissueso^multicuiWaU^maTeattheforefront
of discission, ft is imperative that the administration, faculty and
students Join together to speak out againstthese acts.Thus-far,they
have done so.
ft is admirable to see students, especially those who are most
poignantly effected by the symbol of a swastika teactingrationally
and positively.The decision to leave the swastika in the Student
Centerup and surround it with picturesof the Holocaust wasthe ideal
way to react to this senselessvandalism.We encourageall students to
go to the Student Center and see the dteplay,It Is refreshing to see
students placing signs around campus showing their outrage. The
Student Association and the administrationare to be commended tat
their immediatereactionto the situation.The Echo received several
letters expressing outrage at the incident
We hop*thai students support the fight agaiinstanti-Semitismby
turningout for the candlelightvigil tonight at 7120 at Robert'sUnion,
Wc alsohope that students and faculty continueto show their disgust
in such a constructiveway.It is important that we do not allow these
acts to affectour better senseof reasonorfragment the community*We
must continue;to react withmahirity and usethisas an opportunityto
improve communication in the Colby community.
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This weekendthe Boardof Trusteeswill voteon whether or not to
extend Robert rV^ArtM^

Letters
Swastikas are
an attack on
all of us

Being white
is being
empowered

Over the past few days the campus community has experienced a
number of incidents involving the
placingof swastikasin therestroom
of the Student Center. This type of
behavior and action is an insult to
all members of the community. It is
time forall of us as members of this
community to stand up and say we
will not tolerate this type of action
any longer.
During the past few months we
have heard many examples of the
painthatissharedbydifferentmembers of the Colby community. In
many cases the examples shared
havebeen both sad and disturbing.
Perhaps the most disturbing factor
is the number of times that we go
through this and the stark realization that Colby students are hurting. Let us all try to remember that
the next group attacked many be a
group that you or!belong to. When
that happens we must all realize
that webelongtoalargergroup.We
are all part of this family and none
should stand for this typeof behavior any longer. Each one of us had to
do our part to make this a caring
place and a safe place for all of us.
Take a stand and don't allow this
type of behavior to find home here
at Colby.

Over the past two weeks I have
been engaged in many discussions
and debates over the issue of the
proposed multicultural house.
Whether or not I support the house
is of little consequence. This article
is about a frightening discovery 1
have made and it is a challenge to
each and every majority student on
campus.
Sitting with three of my white,
heterosexual, male friends at dinner,debatingthe issues raisedat the
March 9th CCCmeetingforthetenth
time that day, I came to a scary
realization. In response to every
point they made, I replied, "You
don 'tunderstand" or "But you're in
thepositionto feel that way."Forall
of their arguments my responses
disempowered them simply because of who they are. What a horriblethought!Because of their sexual
orientation,gender,and skin color I
discounted the thoughts and feelings of my friends. Sound familiar?
Ask any minority on this campus if
they have ever felt disempowered
by racist or homophobic slurs written on their doors, or if their opinions in class were ever automatically discounted because they were
associated with their sexual orientation and/or race, both as a result
of who they are.
You see, my Colby friends, as
majority students we take for
granted that we are constantly empowered. This fact alone isn't a bad
thing, but it becomes dangerous if
we don't take on the responsibility
along with the power. Just as my
three friends were uncomfortable
being
and
angered
at
disempowered, we need to open
our minds to concerns and changes
minoritystudents arebringing forth,
angry and tired of feeling discounted.We need to accept that we
don't knowhowitistofeel different
every time we leave our room. We
need to begin to understand that we
just do not understand. Once we
realize our position we don't need
to feel bad or "embarrassed" as one
student put it, because of who we
are. Rather, we need to use it to
begin to appreciate and even embrace differences. We need to work
towards combating homophobia
and racism by turning inward to
wrestl e wit h our own persona l
prejud ices and than outward to
strive for equality. We need to continually empower each and every
studentontbiscampusbytakingon
this challenge and accepting this
responsibility. The result will be
understanding, accept ance, and
equality for everyone, which will
ultimately help erase the lines that
have been drawn by our society.

Tullio Z. Nieman
Student Activities

Attend special
Spotli ght to
show support

As those of us on the campus
know,wehave recently experienced
a shameful series of incidents involving the drawing of hate graffiti
(swastikas) on the walls at the Student Center. It is difficult and frustrating to know how to respond.
After the first incident, President
Cotter sent a letter tothe entirecommunity in which he asked that we
rid our campus of such harassment
and reminded everyone that those
responsibleare subjectto severedisciplinary action.
Further incidents on Monday
prompted theCollegeto reportthem
to the Anti-Defamation League in
Boston, to the Maine Attorney
General's Office in Augusta and to
the Waterville Police Department.
Inaddition,with thehelpof student
leaders and others, weareplann ing
a special Spotlight Event lecture on
April 28 dealing with this topic. I
hope t hat everyone, regardless of
their level of sensitivity on this issue,will attend so that we might at
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once learn and, at the same time,
show our support for those who are
most gravely hurt by such hateful
acts. In the meantime, everyone at
Colby—students, faculty and staff
— should speak with a loud, clear
voice in condemning these actions
which are the very antithesis of the
On our campus, in our bathvalue held by the vast majority of
rooms
, three swastik as have been
our community.
found in the past week. The swasJanice Armo Kassman tika is the symbol of the Nazi party
Dean of Student s who sought to annihilate the entire
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Communit y
outra ged; vigil to
be held tonight

Jewishpopulation,as wellas Blacks,
homosexuals, Gypsies/ Catholics,
and all other "non-Aryans." It is the
symbol of a group who murdered
one third of the world's Jewish
people. When we see a swastika,
we feel hurt, threatened,and angry.
Recently, we have seen a rise in
anti-Semitic activity in our world,
in our country, and now on our
campus. We,as a community,must
take action to ensure that such acts
of hatred do not continue on our
campus. Tonight in honor of International Holocaust Remembrance
Day, Yom HaShoah,we ask you to
join us in a candlelight vigil from
7:20 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. We will begin
at Roberts Union and conclude on
the steps of Miller Library. Please
make your voice heard as we condemn these hateful acts.
The Colby Hillel and
Rabbi Krinsky
Jonathan Paris
Becky Lebowitz
Abby Wolfson
Nicole Dannenberg
Matthew Medwick
Scott Kadish
Kebba ToIbert
Adam Wolk
Tamara Barnett
Rebecca Zacher
Brain Seidman
Andrew Milgram
Evan Berman
Lane Schuck
Jonathan Mediyed
Sarah Olbrich
Jonathan Levin
Stephanie Mann
Mika Hadani
Matthew Metz
Rebekah Freeman
. Jonathart Kaye

Campus
divided , not
diversified
I have never before felt competed to write a letter to the editor
of the Echo, but I am deeply saddened and concerned over what
seems to me to be an atmosphere of
increasing polarization on campus.
Colby is not an easyplacetofitin
if you are different—whether you
are a student of color, a single parent, an international student, or a
lesbian faculty member. When we
don't fit in, it is tempting to withdraw or fight back. But in fighting
back,we must guard against stereotyping those who may stereotype
us. To do so is to divide the campus
into we/they camps, to cause estrangement.
American st udent sof colorcome
to Colby for the same reason as any
other student: to get an education.
They should not be expected to educate the rest of us. Neither should
international students be expected
to be ambassadors for their countries or to educate us about their
cultures. Nor should gay and lesbian students have to shoulder the
whole burden of con fronting
homophobia. But at the same time,
all of us have lessons to learn and
lessons t o t each, for such is the purpose of life. I have, for example, had
See LETTERS on page 13
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"Leadershi p is action , not position. ' '. — Donald H. McGann on
Let' s get down to business. Basically, our ticket combines a working knowledge of
the system and a fresh perspective on the way to get things accomplished at Colby.
This year we sat on two committees together , A.C.E. and the Dean of Intercultural
Affairs Search Committee, both of which raised a number of concern s in how the
administration overlooks students ' opinions. Disregarding what students want is
unacceptable. Currently, we have a system in which students are listened to, but not
heard. In order to ensure that we are not undermined , appropriate measures such as
going to faculty, parents , Trustees , and alumni need to be taken . As elected leaders,
it would be our responsibility not to let issues die.
If given the chance, our first project this spring would be to implement a new Peer
Advisory System. A "Big Brother /Big Sister" type program , in which upperclassmen
advise first-year students on all aspects of Colby, would help add a new dimension
to our currently successful orientation programs. Along the same lines of peer
advising, we would like to make sure our present faculty advising system is as
productive as possible. We want to ensure that advisors are actual teaching members
of the faculty. We would also encourage the continuation of the recently introdu ced
faculty lunch pro gram in which faculty members can eat for free on a weekly basis
with their advisees.
Another main objective is to revamp the committee system into a more organized
format. In an effort to allow a broader cross section of students , faculty , and administrators , we would like to see committees become more effective by having a
consistent meeting time. Our proposa l is to make the Tuesday schedule the same as
the Thursday schedule, with no classes scheduled from 11:00-12:30 p.m. Like
seminar-nighthours , this would provide a period during the weekwhere there would
be no time conflicts and give a larger number of students a chance to get involved in
campus issues. If this Tuesday propo sal was not deemed feasible, we could expand
on another one of our ideas, making Spotlight Lectures biweekly instead of weekly
and using these available Thursdays for committee meetings. Instead of worrying
about the quantity of guests lecturers we bring to campus , the focus needs to beon the

auality.

To address the issue of communication between students and Presidents Council,
an idea we had was to begin weekly referendum-opinion polls. Whether you want a
new multicultural house or a Colby Pub , a way in which to convince the faculty and
administration would be to act as a united group and take advantage of the power we
have as a whole. We would be able to get direct feedback in any number of ar eas
ranging from changes in Room Draw, Financial Aid, and Registration to improvements in curriculum.
Thebottomlineis that Colby needsto put its money where its mouth is and allocate
a larger Student Association budget. In order to retain and impro ve the diversity of
the Colby popula tion, it is absolutely critical that the college commit themselves
financially to the support of all campus clubs. Compared to fellow NESCAC schools,
We are already lacking in these regards and something needs to be done. You have
to havethebucks in order toget anything accomplished. Havingprioritized ourselves
to listening to the voicesof a]lstudents , we can prom iseto do our best in getting what
the students are asking for. Thank you and please remember to vote on Friday.
Bryan Raffetto and Joshua Woodfork
V '. y

H Michael Miller/Matthew McGinness ¦
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We, the team of Michael T. Miller and Matthew McGinne ss, are here to tell
you why we are the best candid atesfor the positions of the Student Association
President and Vice President. The time has come for proactive leadership in
student government. The time 1ms comefor individuals to stepupand tru ly be
representative of the student bod y in dealing with the administration .The time
has come for leaders to challenge the administration on issues that the student
body feels strong ly about and to demand that the.students ' voice be heard. It
is time that the student bod y be recognized as a force and an integral part of this
college. We can guarantee that if elected, we will put all of the above into effect
from day one on the jobr
In addition , we will also address the following issues: the Student Association allocation ,more student input on committees,improving the effectiveness
of President' s Council , total student body involvement in student government ,
improving communications between the students and the administration in
efforts to create a better working relationshi p,helping to improve training of
hall staff to include issues of diversit y, multiculturalism , and sensitivity, the
idea of the 21 year old drinking space, improving relations with the Health
Center , and educating all of Colby on diversity and multicultu ralism to finally
created feelingof community on this campus that hasbeen lacking for too long.
By taking the initiative on these issues, and all others which the College will
face in the coming year and the future , we intend to gain the respect of the
administration and promote more effective implementation ol the student
body's concerns.
Throug h our involvement in the Student Association, we have already
learned many of the skills needed to deliver on our pledges. I, Michae l, have
served as the Student Association Social Chair for the 1993-1994 school year. In
addition , I have also served as Vice President of S.O.B.H.U. during the 1992*
1993 school year as well as having worked with many different committees ,
including the Campus Community Committee and the Stud ent Center Committee ; this has given him valuable insight into many of the issues that the
student body will face in the coming year.
I, Matt ,have served as Mary Low Hall Presi dent for the 1993-1994 year. In
serving as a hall pr esident, I hav e deal t with issues such as improv ing
communication between the Student Association and the students , as well as
adm inistrating a hall council and learning how student opinion may most
effectively be presented.
If you wan t to continue seeing positive changes and a proactive government, then elect MichaelT. Miller and Matthew McGinness. We have the skills,
the initiative and the desire to effectively represent the student body and to
ensure tha t every voice shall be heard , and every concern be address ed.
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Swastika outbreak sad ,
reaction encouraging

It is almost redundant to write an editorial condemning the out*
break of anti-Semiticgraf fiti on campus,considering the strength and
unanimity of the condemnationfrom the Colby community. These
actions are a supreme exampleof ignorance ,insensitivityand bigotry,
but more important is the reaction it has elicited from all members of
the community.
On a campus,where issues of multiculturalism are at the forefront
of discussion, it is imperative that the administration, faculty and
students join together to speak out against these acts. Thus far, they
have done so.
It is admirable to see students, especially those who are most
poignantly effected by the symbol of a swastika, reacting rationally
and positively. The decision to leave the swastika in the Student
Center up and surround it with pictures of the Holocaust was the ideal
way to react to this senselessvandalism. We encourage all students to
go to the Student Center and see the display. It is refreshing to see
students placing signs around campus showing their outrage. The
Student Association and the administration arc to be commended for
their immediate reaction io the situation. The Echo received several
letters expressing outrage at the incident*
Wo hope that students support the fight against anti-Semitism by
turning out for the candlelightvigil tonight at 7:20 at Robert's Union.
Wc also hope that students and faculty continueto show their disgust
in such a constructive way. It i$ important that we do not allow these
acts to affect our better senSeof reasonorfragment thecommunity*Wc
must continue to react with maturityand use this as an opportunityto
improve communication in the Colby community.

Six years and you're out

This weekend the Board of Trustees will vote on whether or not to
extend Robert McArthur's term as Dean of Faculty for an additional
four years, Based on our relationship with MeArthur as students and
j ournalists, wc urge the Trustees to overturn this proposal.
Facultymembersare the most essentia) part ot any Colby student'*
education. Faculty are teachers/ mentors and friends* The Dean tiri
Faculty must display the same characteristics we as students look for
in a good professor: leadershi p/ patience, creativity and intelligence.
While MeArthur has administered many successful programs at
Colby during his tenure as Dean of Faculty, we question whether he
was ihe cre ator or the implemcntor. As wc saw just a few weeks ago at
the CCC meeting, it was President William Cotter who suggested
Colbyimplement a latino/a StudiesPrograwn Now it is MeArthur who
is addressing the logistics.Implementinga plan shows one Is a good
administrator/ not a good leader. The Colby community should select
a Dean ot Faculty based on leadership, not purely administrative
abilities.
Second/ wc agree with Stu-A President Marincl Mateo's assessment thatMcArthurisnotasscnsitive to student concerns as he should
be. After each tenure decision, students question whether their input
has been taken seriously.MeArthur assuresus that our voices do make
a difference/ but if he were convincing,maybe we would stop asking.
Furthermore, we are not convinced that MeArthur sincerely wants
to continue as Dean of Faculty.In an interview with the Ec h o this fall/
MeArthur said ho was anxious to get back to teaching, yet this week he
said he has suddenly seen the light on how wonderful it is lo be Dean.

Letters
Swastikas are
an attack on
all of us

Being whit e
is bein g
empowere d

Over the past few days the campus community has experienced a
number of incidents involving the
placing of swastikasin the restroom
of the Student Center. This type of
behavior and action is an insult to
all members of the community. It is
time for all of us as members of this
community to stand up and say we
will not tolerate this type of action
any longer.
During the past few months we
have heard many examples of the
pain thatisshared bydifferent members of the Colby community. In
many cases the examples shared
have been both sad and disturbing.
Perhaps the most disturbing factor
is the number of times that we go
through this and the stark realization that Colby students are hurting. Let us all try to remember that
the next group attacked many be a
group that you or I belong to. When
that happens we must all realize
that webelongto a larger group.We
are all part of this family and none
should stand for this type of behavior any longer.Each one of us had to
do our part to make this a caring
place and a safe place for all of us.
Take a stand and don't allow this
type of behavior to find home here
at Colby.

Over the past two weeks I have
been engaged in many discussions
and debates over the issue of the
proposed multicultural house.
Whether or not I support the house
is of little consequence. This article
is about a fri ghtening discovery I
have made and it is a challenge to
each and every majority student on
campus.
Sitting with three of my white,
heterosexual, male friends at dinner,debating the issues raised at the
March 9th CCCmeetingforthetenth
time that day, I came to a scary
realization. In response to every
point they made, I replied, "You
don't understand" or "But you're in
the position to feel that way."For all
of their arguments my responses
disempowered them simply because of who they are. What a horrible thought!Becauseof their sexual
orientation,gender, and skin color I
discounted the thoughts and feelings of my friends. Sound familiar?
Ask any minority on this campus if
they have ever felt disempowered
by racist or homophobic slurs written on their doors, or if their opinions in class were ever automatically discounted because they were
associated with their sexual orientation and/or race, both as a result
of who they are.
You see, my Colby friends, as
majority students we take for
granted that we are constantly empowered.This fact alone isn't a bad
thing, but it becomes dangerous if
we don't take on the responsibility
along with the power. Just as my
three friends were uncomfortable
being
at
and
angered
disempowered, we need to open
our minds to concerns and changes
minority students arebringing forth,
angry and tired of feeling discounted. We need to accept that we
don't know how it is to feel different
every time we leave our room. We
need to begin to understand that we
just do not understand. Once we
realize our position we don 't need
to feel bad or "embarrassed" as one
student put it, because of who we
are. Rather, we need to use it to
begin to appreciate and even embrace differences. We need to work
toward s combating homophobia
and racism by turning inward to
wrestle with our own personal
prejudices and than outward to
strive for equality. We need to continually empower each and every
student on this campus by taking on
this challenge and accepting this
responsibility. The result will be
understanding/ acceptance, and
equality for everyone, which will
ultimately help erase the lines that
have been drawn by our society,

Tullio Z. Nieman
Student Acti vities

Attend special
Spotli ght to
show support

As those of us on the campus
know, we haverecently experienced
a shameful series of incidents involving the drawing of hate graffiti
(swastikas) on the walls at the Student Center. It is difficult and frustrating to know how to respond.
After the first incident, President
Cotter sent a letter to the entire community in which he asked that we
rid our campus of such harassment
and reminded everyone that those
responsiblearesubject to severe d isciplinary action.
Further incidents on Monday
prompted the College to reportthem
tp
s the Anti-Defamation League in
Boston , to the Maine Attorney
General's Office in Augusta and to
the Waterville Police Department.
In addition, with the help of student
leaders and others, we are planning
a special Spotlight Event lecture on
April 28 dealing with this topic. I
hope that everyone, regardless of
their level of sensitivity on this issue, will attend so that we might at
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once learn and, at the same time,
show our support for those who are
most gravely hurt by such hateful
acts* In the meantime, everyone at
Colby — students, faculty and staff
— should speak with a loud, clear
voice in condemning these actions
which are the very antithesis of the
On our campus , in our bathvalue held by the vast majority of
rooms, three swastikas have been
our community.
»
found in the past week. The swastika
is the symbol of the Nazi party
Armo
Kassman
Janice
Dean of Students who sought to annihilate the entire

Communit y
outra ged; vigil to
be held tonight

Jewish population,as well as Blacks,
homosexuals, Gypsies, Catholics,
and all other "non-Aryans." It is the
symbol of a group who murdered
one third of the world's Jewish
people. When we see a swastika,
we feel hurt, threatened,and angry.
Recently, we have seen a rise in
anti-Semitic activity in our world,
in our country, and now on our
campus. We, asa community,must
take action to ensure that such acts
of hatred do not continue on our
campus. Tonight in honor of International Holocaust Remembrance
Day, Yom HaShoah,we ask you to
join us in a candlelight vigil from
7:20 p.m.to 8:00 p.m. We will begin
at Roberts Union and conclude on
the steps of Miller Library. Please
make your voice heard as we condemn these hateful acts.
The Colby Hillel and
Rabbi Krinsk y
Jonathan Paris
Becky Lebowitz
Abby Wolfson
Nicole Dannenberg
Matthew Medwick
. Scott Kadish
Kebba Tolbert
Adam Wolk
Tamara Barnett
Rebecca Zacher
Brain Seidman
Andrew Milgram
Evan Berman
Lane Schuck
Jonathan Med wed
Sarah Olbrich
Jonathan Levin
Stephanie Mann
Mika Hadani
Matthew Metz
Rebekah Freeman
Jonathan Kaye

Campus
divided , not
diversified
I have never before felt compelled to write a letter to the editor
of the Echo, but I am deeply saddened and concerned over what
seems to me to be an atmosphere of
increasing polarization on campus.
Colbyisnotan easyplace to fitin
if you are different—whether you
are a student of color, a single parent,, an international student, or a
lesbian faculty member. When we
don't fit in, it is tempting to withdraw or fight back. But in fighting
back,we must guard against stereotyping those who may stereotype
us. To do so is to divide the campus
into we/they camps, to cause estrangement.
American students of colorcome
to Colby for the same reason as any
other student: to get an education.
They should not be expected to educate the rest of us. Neither should
international students be expected
to be ambassadors for their countries or to educate us about their
cultures. Nor should gay and lesbian students have to shoulder the
whole burden of confronting
homophobia. But at the same time,
all of us have lessons to learn and
lessons to teach, for such is the purpose of life. I have, for example, had
See LETTERSon page 13
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"Leadership is action, not position." — Donald H. McGannon
Let's get down to business. Basically,our ticket combines a working knowledge of
the system and a fresh perspective on the way to get things accomplished at Colby.
This year we sat on two committees together, A.C.E. and the Dean of Intercultural
Affairs Search Committee, both of which raised a number of concerns in how the
administration overlooks students' opinions. Disregarding what students want is
unacceptable. Currently, we have a system in which students are listened to,but not
heard. In order to ensure that we are not undermined, appropriate measures such as
going to faculty, parents, Trustees, and alumni need to be taken. As elected leaders,
it would be our responsibility not to let issues die.
If given the chance, our first project this spring would be to implement a new Peer
Advisory System. A "Big Brother/Bi g Sister"type program, in which upperclassmen
advise first-year students on all aspects of Colby, would help add a new dimension
to our currently successful orientation programs. Along the same lines of peer
advising, we would like to make sure our present faculty advising system is as
productive as possible. We want to ensure that advisors are actual teaching members
of the faculty. We would also encourage the continuation of the recently introduced
faculty lunch program in which faculty members can eat for free on a weekly basis
with their advisees.
Another main objective is to revamp the committeesystem into a more organized
format. In an effort to allow a broader cross section of students, faculty, and administrators, we would like to see committees become more effective by having a
consistent meeting time. Our proposal is to make the Tuesday schedule the same as
the Thursday schedule, with no classes scheduled from 11:00-12:30 p.m. Like
seminar-night hours,this would provide a period duringthe week where there would
be no time conflicts and givea larger number of students a chanceto get involved in
campus issues. If this Tuesday proposalwas not deemed feasible,we could expand
on another one of our ideas, making Spotlight Lectures biweekly instead of weekly
and using these available Thursdays for committee meetings. Instead of worrying
about the quantity of guests lecturers we bring to campus,th e focusneedsto be on the
quality.
Toaddress the issue of communication between students and Presidents Council,
an idea we had was to begin weekly referendum-opinion polls. Whether you want a
new multicultural house or a Colby Pub, a way in which to convince the faculty and
administration would be to act as a united group and take advantage of the power we
have as a whole. We would be able to get direct feedback in any number of areas
ranging from changes in Room Draw, Financial Aid, and Registration to improvements in curriculum.
The bottom lineis that Colby needs to put its money where its mouth is and allocate
a larger Student Association budget. In order to retain and improve the diversity of
the Colby population, it is absolutely critical that the college commit themselves
financially to the support of all campus clubs, Compared to fellow NESCAC schools,
we are already lacking in these regards and something needs to be done. You have
to have the bucks in order to get anything accomplished.Having prioritized ourselves
to listening to the voices o f a]lstudents, we can promise to do our best in getting what
the students are asking for. Thank you and please remember to vote on Friday.
Bryan Raffetto and Joshua Woodfork

H Michael Miller/Matth ew McGinness I

Echo p hoto by Brian Golden

We, the team of Michael T. Miller and Matthew McGinness, are here to tell
you why we arethebest candidates for the positions of the Student Association
President and Vice President. The time has come for proactive leadership in
student government.The time has come for individuals to step up and truly be
representativeof the student body in dealingwith the administration. The time
has come for leaders to challenge the administration on issues that the student
body feels strongly about and to demand that the-students' voice be heard. It
is rimethatthestudentbody be recognizedas a forceand an integralpart of this
college.We can guarantee that if elected, we will put all of the above in to effect
from day one on the job.
In addition, we will also address the following issues: the Student Association allocation,more student input on committees,improving the effectiveness
of President'sCouncil,total student body involvementin student government,
improving communications between the students and the administration in
efforts to create a better working relationship, helping to improve training of
hall staff to include issues of diversity, multiculturalism, and sensitivity, the
idea of the 21 year old drinldng space, improving relations with the Health
Center,and educating all of Colby on diversity and multiculturalism to finally
create a feeling of community on this campus that hasbeen lacking for too long.
By talcing the initiative on these issues, and all others which the College will
face in the coming year and the future, we intend to gain the respect of the
administration and promote more effective implementation of the student
body's concerns.
Through our involvement in the Student Association, we have alread y
learned many of the skills needed to deliver on our pledges. I, Michael, hav e
served as the Student Association Social Chair for the 1993-1994 school year.In
addition, I have also served as Vice President of S.O.B.H.U. during the 19921993 school year as well as having worked with many different committees,
including the Campus Community Committee and the Student Center Committee; this has given him valuable insight into many of the issues that th e
student body will face in the coming year.
I, Matt, have served as Mary Low Hall President for the 1993-1994 year. In
serving as a hall president, I have dealt with issues such as improving
communication between the Student Associat ion and th e students, as well as
administrating a hall council and learning how student opinion may most
effectively be presented.
If you want to continue seeing positive changes and a proactive government,then electMichaelT. Miller and Matthew McGinness. We have the skills,
the initiative and the desire to effectively represent the student body and to
ensure that every voice shall be heard, and every concern be addressed.

Stu-A cultural chair

Our Vote . . .

TheEcho endorses Brian Raffatto J $5 and JoshWoodfork '97 for

the office of Student Association Presidentand VicePresident.
Raffetto and Woodforkseem lo have it att together and havefor
quitesometime.They havebeenplanningtheir campaignfor at least
a month and have distilled their campaign down lo ten simple ideas
and a .slogan, "So you want a Revolution-" Their commitment to
diversity and change has taken form, in ideas on how to restructure
the committee system,advising system,Student Center and Spa.
In all fairness, Miller and McGinness do haveideason how to
implementtheirideas,but the plans have not taken definite form. A
one year administration is not enough rime to fool around in; the
ideas need to be concreteanddefinite from the get go.
Raffetto and Woodfork: are also fresher than Miller and
McGinness.Miller has served as Stu*A Social Chair this year and
maybe too burnt out to serve as Stu-A President nextyear,
Though Woodfork is onlya first-year,hehas shown his desireto
get involvedon campus by sitting on the ACE committee, CCCand
the search committee .for the new Dean :of InterculturalAffairs.
Woodfork has alsohad experienceon more than one studentgavernment and will offera fresh perspective on Colby*This perspective,
tempered with Raffetio's exp erience,will create a good mix of fire
and ice.
Together theyhavethe experience and thefire to cany out their
ambitiousagenda.
It isnot our opinion that Michael Miller '95and Matt McGinness
'96woulddo apoor job.There isa certain element of disorganization
in their campaign that indicates uncertainty in their dedication to
running. They have stated that it is there goal to take students'
opinions and use them to form an electionplatform.Jt is admirable
to seek student Voice,but student leaders are elected for their ideas,
not just their willingness to cany aut othersideas.
Miller and McGinness have set forth a strong set of goals and
criteriathat could make for a very productiveadministration.They
advocate strongly the idea of a Student Association fee that would
help to increase f undingf or social and culttwaleventswhilemaking
clear to studentsexactly wherethe moneyis going,While weare not
sure that this idea will be well received, we agree that students
should he awarehow much of their tuition is used for activities.
Miller and McGinness havea strong commitment to diversity
and $tudent voice,but they don't seem to have specific plans on how
lo follow through on these ideas. Even in their statement to the Echo
theyset forth many goals but no specificideas on how to carry them
out
Finally,we question their campaign techniques.Is it a timeshow
of interest in student opinion to go door to door getting campaign
ideas,or is ita lastditchattempt to build a campaignwherethere was
none?

A few good
leaders
It is pathetic when a collegeof supposedly ambitious and motivated young adultsyields such a small crop of potential leaders.This
year there are only two tickets running for Stu-Apresident and vice
president;last year there wete twiceas many*There is no opposition
to Marc ftubin in the racefor Stu*A Tr<*a$uter,and thereare onlytwo
candidates for Stu-A Cultural and Social.That is not even the worst of
it.
There is only one official ticket running for one 6f the four
Commons* In Chaplin, Matylmy and Xnvojoy th*re are: a random
assortment of write-in candidacies underway.Some of these candidates simply forgot to turn in theirsignatures, others decided to run
only when they thought theelection waswide open. Other write-ins
say the can win if they simply tell people to vote for them.
Of , the three classes electing officers, the only official race is for
Senior Class president Only three hall president elections are officiallycontested. Yon are lucky if you live in one of the nine halls that
actually have candidates. Blcven halls have no official candidates.
What docs this say about Colby? It says that there Is so much
apathy on this campus that we can barely even fill our student
government offices. It says that students are so out of touch with
events on campus that they cannot organize themselves to run as
official candidates. It says that students don't care about the community in which they live in enough to take an active part in its administration.What a sad State of affairs.

Editors ttotet
The membersof the editorial boardof The JJcftohase thtfrendowement decisions on the candidates' statements as Veil as interviews
conducted by The Echo. A majority Voteisf neccsary for.a candidate
lo be endorsed.

LaWaun Curr y

CuTtur-al. adj. Of or relating to a particular advancement in civilization; producing or designing to produce
this civilization.
As a nominee for cultural chair I feel it is proper to start off with a definition so that we may all be on the
same page. Many individuals run for many positions in this nation without the correct knowledgeof what they
are supposed todo once they have won.I plan to prove that fam awareof whymy position wasplaced in Colby's
Stu-A. We all are aware of the cultural differences in this college, but remain outside them. I wish to produce
new cultural awarenesses in all of us. It is our job to come away from college with knowledge of how to survive
in this world. I strongly believe that the world revolvesaround people,and if we are to survive we must be able
to understand each other. We need to have some understanding as to why each person acts and reacts the way
they do.
Stu-A has done a fine job this year of having diverse speakers and events to enhance our minds with how
other groups of different cultural backgrounds feel. I personally feel that there is more to be done in this small
liberal college. YES! This will involve a certain amount of trust in each other, change in attitudes, and an open
mind in all of us,but that isn't too much to ask — is it? I am willing and ready. I don't want to bore you with
a bunch of my wishes,but to show you if I win this election as Stu-A cultural chair. The only way I can prove
that I mean business is to get your vote.If you have any questions please contact me. Thank you!

Jason Reiner

I,Jason Reifler, would like to introduce myself as a candidate for the position of Stu-A Cultural Chair for
the coming school year. I am a member of the Class ot '95,an independentmajor in Peaceand Conflict Studies,
and have served previously as the Cultural Chairs of Foss Hall and Mary Low Commons. As the latter, I
introduced cultural staples like the Tuesday Night Music Series in the Coffeehouse and the Flamingo Lawn,
organized events ranging from a faculty led panel discussion analyzing the first 100 days of the Clinton
presidency to a demonstration of the homebrewing of beer, and participated heavily in the planning and
execution of Skalloween and the 1993 Foss Arts, two of Colby's most successful events ever.
The basis of my ideas for the coming year is the belief that culture, in its broadest sense, is how someone
chooses to expresshisor her humanity,whether it be through religion,art,sexuality,ethnic traditions,science,
etc. To foster such expression, and the personal exploration that comes with it, I will focus my time on the
following:
1) Examining how modernity and global interconnectivity, via the rapidly expanding information
superhighway and advanced telecommunications and transportation systems, effect different cultures,
peoples, and religions both around the world and at home in the Colby community.
In particular I will look at how cultures can adopt the advantages that modernity has to offer and still
maintain a culture that is uniquely its own. It do so we must ask the question "what does it mean to be
in today's world?" And by doing so, essentially we are asking what constitutes our identity, both as an
individual and as a member of a group. These questions do not have easy answers,,nor are these answers
necessarily the same for everyone.
2) Expanding opportunities, like the Music Series and the Flamingo Lawn, for students and faculty
members to express this new found self-knowledge with the rest of the community,whether it be meditation
or punk rock or anything in between.
And 3) Exhuming the AIDS debate, focusing especially on the growing chorus of researchers who no
longer believe that HIV alone is the cause of AIDS. I already have specifics in mind to fill out the generalities
mentioned above, but do have the space here to give them adequate attention.
I just want to reiterate that I have the experience and ideas necessary to make the coming year the best in
the history of Stu-A Cultural. I am asking for the opportunity to do so.

Stu -A social chair

Marsha Ma gnus

If elected as STU-A social chair I will continue with the positive aspects of the current social chair, Mike
Miller. However, Marsha Magnus would contribute new ideas to the position and broaden the social activities
that take place on campus. In addition to groups such as innovation, rap artists and others I feel that a more
diverse range of music should be presented in the student center.
One such idea is a reggae test. An event such as this would look at reggae music from Bob Marley to the
current craze of Dance Hall. The student center would be decorated accordinglyand the appropriate beverages
and food provided. At same time I would like to showcase the talent on Colby'scampus. Student bands would
be asked and encouraged to perform at Colby. In addition to semi-formal,dancesand musical entertainment,
female entertainers, comediansand theatrical groups will be presented at Colby.
In addition to improving the variety of social events at Colby spaces such as the Heights community room,
and dinning halls can beand should beused to present social functions for the entire campus. This isone aspect
that I would improve next year. Finally, I would advertise Colby's events at other schools in Maine and vice
versa. The echo, flyers, moose prints and television services can be employed to advertise events at other
schools. An exchange of social events between the colleges in Maine can help greatly to reduce boredom.
Not only do I have new and interesting ideas but,Marsha Magnus is capable of carrying out these ideas. I
have been an active member of the Colby Community serving as hall staff , acting in the performing arts
department, and am a member of CER ( Colby Emergency Response), Women's Ruby team and SOBHU. All
of these positions and jobs requireinitiative, planning, and execution. Vote Marsha Magnus for a fun filled
year of exciting, informative, creative, new and old social events at Colby College.

James Colligan

, After three yearsat Colby, I have noticed a decline in the social atmosphere. Student Center functions seem
to lack the enthusiasm and excitement desired by the students. It is not the fault of past social chairs but that
of the administration. In talking with Mike Miller, current STU-A social chair, the problem lies in the Student
Activities budget. It is far smaller then other NESCAC schools, while we pajr the highest tuition.
Instead over quibbling over the alcohol policy, the administration should allocate more resources to STUA, so the candidates can successfully complete the job they were elected to do. If elected, I will fight to have our
budget increased so we do not have to see John Cafferty or Tom Rush year after year. However, if the
administration refuses to yield more money to our budget, I will explore other means to ensure that Colby's
night-life is restored to its former glory. For example, I plan to coordinate concerts with Bates and Bowdoin at
the Augusta Civic Center in order to pool our resources to get bands that students will enjoy. I plan to find and
showcase college ban d s, local groups , and new talented musicians that will perform in the Student Center.
Student Activities must continue to get headline bands such as Tribe Called Quest and BluesTraveler. However,
our present budget permits that such events only occur once a year. For the money we pay, we deserve better.
Next year I want to see students excited about Student Activities functions. I do not want to see students
drinking solely in their rooms or complaining that the social life sucks. College is supposed to be the best years
of our lives and if elected I will ensure that next year will be one that you never forget.

Watch out adm inistration , here comes Stu -A
BY WHITNEY GLOCKNER
News Editor

Though both Stu-A presidential
tickets have different ideas on how
to tackle problems with student and
administration relations,both tickets are more than capable of getting
the job done.
The major issues in this election
are accessing student opinion and
putting those opinions into action.
Both tickets feel that the way to do
this is to restructure and improve
communication between all levels
of faculty, administration and students.
Michael T. Miller '95 and Matt
McGinness '96 agree with Brian
Raffetto 95 and Josh Woodfork '97
and stress efficiency in all new actions.
Raffetto and Woodfork feel that
regular student polling will help
them ascertain student opinion on
issues.They can then use the results
of the pollsto present statistical evidenceto the administration on what

the students want.
Miller and McGinness will get
the same information by placing
posterboardsonwhich studentscan
write responses in residence halls
and prominent places on campus.
"There are too many layers of
bureaucracy,"said Woodfork, "but
you need sample opinion."
Another bone of contention is
the committee system. Both tickets
feel that student opinion is largely
overlooked on committees. Miller
and Raffetto cited the incident with
the selectionof the Dean of Intercultural Affairsas a prime examples of
theadministrationdisregardingstudent opinion.
One of the problems lies in allowring administrators to serve on
committees that report directly to
them, according to McGinness.
If the present Thursday schedule were instituted on Tuesdays, it
would open up an hour and a half
time slot for committees to meet
between 11a.m.and 12:30 p.m.This
would eliminate scheduling problems with all students and faculty,

allow students who would otherwisenot have thetimeto participate
on committees and limit the number of committees administrators
could sit on, according to all the
candidates.
Theideahasalready gained support from President William Cotter,
according to Woodfork.
What will the candidates do if
they still can't get what the students
want?
Miller and McGinness plan to
takeit straight to the Board of Trustees. The Stu-A President and Vice
President are members of the Board
of Trustees for the year that they are
in office. As members of the Board,
they feel it is their right to communicate with the Board outside of
scheduled meetingsif thereisaneed
to do so.
Raffetto and Woodfork plan to
empower the students by creating a
stronger bond to the faculty and
approaching ihe administration
more unified and strong.
"The administration is trying to
tell us vvhat we want,not what we

Stu-A treasu rer

Marc Rubin

While recognizing the importance of the role of the
Treasurer in regulating the fiscal concerns of the Student
Government,I don't believe that the position is limited in
this scope. The Treasurer, as a member of President's
Council, Stu-A Executive Board, and Stu-A Cabinet
should be an active member representing the concer ns of
all students.
I believe that I have the experience and dedication
necessary to fulfill these roles. I have confidence that I
will be able to undertake the difficul t task of coordinating our budget, and I have the breadth of experience to
represent students on a diverse set of issues. Serving as
President of Dana I gained experience in leadership as
well asa knowledgeof howthedifferentlevelsof student
government can and should interact.
Dueto the transitory natureof students it is necessary
to cut through the bureaucracy and red tape to make our
voiceeffective. I will do this. I have many ideas on how
to make our voicestronger as wellas the dedication to see
them through and properly carry out my duties as Stu-A
Treasurer. I hope you will give me the chance to represent and work for you. Thank you very much w

Class of 1997
President and VP
Stephanie Heale y/Dana Cease
Who? Stephanie Healy and
Dana Cease.
What? Sophomore Class President and V.P.
Why? Our goal as president and
V.P. would be to unify the Class of
1997.
We feel there is a lack of school
spirit on campus and want to see
our class lead the way to a more
enthusiastic Colby student body.
As class officers we will organize class di nners, t he Sophomore
class blood drive, and the Winter
Carnival. This is what we have to
do,but t here is much more we want
to do.
Does anyone r emember th e

battle between the classes during
the first week of school? There
weren't too many of us first-years
out on the football field competing.
And what about Winter Carnival?
We don 't remember seeing a Class
of '97 snow sculpture. This will
change next year.
*A monthly newsletter will be
sent to all Sophomores to keep everyone up-to-date on upcoming
events.
*To get everyone together we
plan to host social events ranging
from par ties t o community service
at Colby and in Waterville.
*We want to arrange a class trip
to wherever themajority of ourclass
would like to go.

*We feel everyone should have a
say in the runningof ourclass so we
encourage you to give us any suggestions that will have a positive
impact on our sophomore year.
We have a lot of experience as
leaders. Our combined, experience
includes camp counselor,president
of a community service group, captainof the soccer and ski teams,Peer
Leader,members of National Honor
Society, co-writer of a movie aimed
at discouraging youth from drinking and driving, and much more.
Weareboth full of ideas and energy
and really want to get our class together !

need," said Woodfork. "They can
play the parental role in telling us
what we need,but we cannot allow
them to usurp our voice and tell us
what we want."
Anotherelementincaihpuscommunication is the advising system.
Right now,both tickets feel that the
advising system is in a sad state of
affairs. Allfouragreethatonly teaching faculty should advise first-years,
and both ticketshaveideasonimplementing peer advising systems.
Woodfork and Raffetto plan to
implement a senior/first-year big
brother and sister program throughout the College. This would allow
all first-year students to have someone to turn to other than hall staff,
according to Raffetto.
Miller and McGinness would
like to simply expand the Peer Advisor Link system on trial in Taylor.
This system allows upper-class advisors to help first-year students
within their dorms.
Finally is the issue of communication within each ticket.
Raffetto and Woodforksaid they

reel they have a perfect mix of old
and new.
Woodfork is a first-year who has
been involved in the student governments of his high school in
Swampscott, Mass. and Brewster
Academy, where he did a post
graduate year.
Together with Raffetto, who is
currently Johnson Commons Vice
President,thetwofeelthatthey have
the perfect mix of new perspective
and experience.
"We come to the same conclusions in different ways," said
Raffetto. "We will push to make
decisions on issues and lead by example."
Miller and McGinness have
worked well together as Stu-A Social Chair and President of
MaryLow. They have worked together on many sodal events and
feel that they are committed to
changing Colby together.
"If we work together and take
the initiative," said Miller,"we will
gain the respect of the administration." ?

J ohnson
C ommons
Pre sident/VP
Sarah Gelman/Alex Chin

Sarah Gelman/President of
Johnson Commons
Alex Chin/Vice President of
Johnson Commons

Qualifications:
Sarah Gelman: Vice President of
East Quad 1992-93, member of the
Stu-A Social Activities Board 199293, President of East Quad 1993-94,
co-chair 6f the Student Center Committee 1993-94, Student Center
evening manager 1993-94, member
of the varsity women's ice hockey
team 1992-1994.
Alex Chin: Social Chair of Piper
1992-93, Social Chair of Johnson
Commons 1993-94, member of the
varsityfootball team 1992-94,member of the men's junior varsity lacrosse team 1993-94.
As candidates for the positions
of JohnsonCommons president and
vice president we, Sarah Gelman
and Alex Chin, look forward to the

opportunity to be campus leaders.
One goal that wehope to achieve is
that we concentrate on unity in
planning social and cultural events
for the commons and the campus
on the whole. We hope to build on
the positive aspects and events put
forth by Johnson Commons in the
past, while making changes in the
evident problems that exist now.
We will continue to spend our resources properly,but at the same
time we want our bud get to be
more visible to the students we
work for. We feel that it is important to educate students about the
Commons System in order for
them to more easily understand
what we have to offer as their leaders. Through attending hall meetingsand large parties, itis ourgoal
as leaders that every person in our
commons know who we are. We
want to satisfy those students living in Johnson Commons in the
1994-1995 school year.

Don't for get
to consider
write-in
candidat es.
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The court of
public opinion
BY JONATHAN KAYE
StaffWriter

can Studies program to department
status. They also demanded that
June Thornton-Marsh, a counselor
in the Health Center serving minority students,be available more than
two days per week.
Although some of these demandsweremore in order than others and all need to be addressed,
none were of the same magnitude
as many of the bigoted practices
taken on by Dr. King. The segregation of schools and public facilities
in the 1960's was clearly reprehensible. Many of the conditions at
Colby which the students of color
wish to change, however, are not;
therearemanyopposingviewpoints
on these issues, some of which are
valid.
Recently, there have been various pamphlets circulating campus
and adorning its bulletin boards
with messages relevant to the studentsof color'scrusade.One quoted
John Locke, stating that when a ruling body is no longer able to rule
effectively and fairl y, its power
should ba forfeited. It then poses
the question, "Has the College forfeited its authority?" Another pointedly asks,"HastheCollegebetrayed
your trust?" Others contain excerpts
from Malcolm X and Martin Luther
King speeches' imploring citizens
to exercise their civic responsibility
and demand change.
It is important to contextualize
these students'demands,especially
when the sagacious words of such

The Reverend Martin Luther
King Jr. often spoke of the court of
public opinion. "Paramount to
Brczun[v. Board of Education of To¦
p eka]paramount
,
to any case that is
heard by the Supreme Court," he
once said, "is that we win in the
court of public opinion." The compelling, pitiful images of peaceful
civil rights demonstrations being
halted by fire hoses, German Shepherds,and occasionallybullets were
tremendously effective in bolstering the civil rights movement'scase
in this court. Many of the tactics
employed by the students of color
on campus, however, are very ineffective in winning their case in this
court, and more often than not, actually hurt it.
Dr. King,along with many other
civil rights activists, fought for such
things as black students' right to
attend their neighborhood schools,
integratedpublic restrooms,drinking fountains,and restaurants, and
the right of blacks to sit in whatever
seat on a bus that they choose.
The headlines of the March 10
Echo read, "Students of color demand change."The story dealt with
that week's Campus Community
Committeemeeting,at which many
studentsof colordemanded,among
other things, a multicultural house
on campus, a financial aid office
more receptive to their needs, and
the elevation of the African-Ameri- see OPINION on page 12

Ponderin g the human condition
land showed me that learning can
and should take place outside, as
well as inside, the classroom. Students in the Nordic countries do not
necessarily enter the University
immediately after hi gh school.
While part of this delay in education is because of highly competitive entrance exams,a greater stress
is placed on experiencing life before
committing one's self to six or seven
more years of academics.
Many of us did not have a choice
of whether or not to pursue a college education. Our parents expected it and wehavebeentold that
we cannot get a "good" job without
it. These "good" jobs will just further the cycle of stress.
We measure success in terms of
income and material wealth, and
disregard the wealth of experience.

There's a whole world out there to
explore. Some of us have yet to explore this entire campus.
Unfortunately, Colby does not
encourage exploration. Students
that participatein Outward Bound,
or even non-Colby study abroad
programs, do so at their own risk.
These students are often awarded
only 30 transferred credits for the
year,or even forced to takea semesters leaveto pursue such avenues of
experience.
Moving outsideof theclassroom
for education should not result in
penalization. Such experiences
should be rewarded. Our educational system should not stifle life
experience,but instead emphasizeit.
When credits and Colby-approval
stand in the way of exploration,the
minds of students begin to close. ?

that, simply complaints.
There is no longer real political
activism, arguing about something
that truly does affect the way we, as
well as other people, lead our lives.
Instead,it seems that consumer activism has prevailed, such as "What
are you going to do for me?" or
"How are you going to help me?"
"How am I to gain from this?" The
whole big picture seemsto have disappeared.Thereisnolongterm,just
the now.
Economic problems are easy to
fix,easier than we often think. If we
would like a new program here at
Colby that isn't in the budget, we
can either cut an existing one or raise
tuition. Neither solution is popular,
especially thelater,buttheyareboth
realistic solutions nonetheless. This
is not to say that being money con-

scious is necessarily a bad thing. It
is not. In fact, it is an important
characteristic. But the real dilemma
is that problems like these do not
seem to beverydramaticproblems.
It seemslike consumeractivismhas
clouded our vision a little, detracting us from more urgentproblems,
problems that will affect all of us as
people and not just our wallets.
As a society, we should all attempt to clear our societal vision a
bit, arranging our priorities a little
more and becoming more self reliant. If you see something that you
perceive to be a severe problem
that will affect us all, do not be
afraid to be the first to say so. But if
you are holding on to your wallet
while voicing your concerns, do
not be too surprised to find yourself alone. ?

On January 15,1991 the U.S. declared war on Iraq. I watched as
students milled around the television excitedly to watch the newscast, and it struck me that people
spoke of it the as one might discuss
NBA prospects. I did not support
the invasion, but I think what sickened me most was watching stuwhat drugs 1did, I could not escape dents' impassive reactions to the
from my mind and my heart as they news.
showed me the part of the human
I had recently been introduced
condition that dominated my sur- to some existentialist , readings by
roundings: misery.
one of my professors, and was ac-

tively participating in my personal
form of nihilism by internalizing
society's violence into my body
through any means I could find,to
the point of burning myself with
cigarettes. At that moment despair
hit. Alone in a friend's room I knelt
on the floor and tearfully asked
aloud, "to whom do I pray now?"
Then I tried to try to kill myself.
While many may not be able to
relateto thisstory,I tell it to describe
the intricate relationship between
see LEARNINGen p a g e13

BY GATE CZERNICKI
StaffWriter

Stress. It's the backbone of our
educational system.
It's a rare opportunity when a
student learns for the sake of learning. We bum ourselves out studying to pass tests, to impress our
teachers and parents, tobe accepted
to graduate schools, to be offered
jobs.
When do we start learning for
ourselves? Education should not be
an endless memorygamewherewe
spew forth facts for tests, and then
forget them the next day. We have
been locked into a system where
this worthless learning is rewarded
and encouraged.
Spending a year abroad in Fin-

The shift from political to consumer activism
BY MARKFAIRBROTHER
Contributing Writer
Society today is, as it has always
been,complex. We as a people have
always had our little rules,whether
unwritten or not, about the way
things ought to function,about how
we should present ourselves,in daily
life. This is just a normal facet of life,
something that has always been and
always will be. But more recently, it
seems that we as a people have become a society of complainers.
We complain about everything,
from the weather, to TV, to how
other people act. Not to say that
complaining is all bad — but constructive criticism can lead to a
change for the better. However,
today's complaints seem to be just

The re al process of learning: personal growth and exper ience
BY LEE AWBREY
Staff Writer

What is the human condition?
Growing up I was taug ht that it was
suburbia with a few wrinkles to be
ironed out overtime.I was told that
if one worked hard enough, one
would make money, and that was
good. History was a line of evolution that began with a white male
God, and worked up to capitalism.
On coming to college, I learned

of witch hunts, the slave trade,
Hitler,colonialism,Hiroshima,rape,
pornography, ghettos, and war.
Each time I went home to New Jersey it wasasif I had beengiven sight
for the first time — and what I was
seeing was ugly.
I saw poverty, misogyny, racism,pollution,disease,and so many
different forms of oppression that I
can no longer separate them individually. They surrounded everything, including me. No matter
where I ran, who I slept with, or
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If you were a trustee , would you vote to extend Bob
MeArth ur as Dean of Faculty for four more years ?
Carly Warren *%
"No,I don't think so.Idon't know
him personally, but from the things
I've heard...! think it would bebetter
to do a national search and getsomeone new."

Adam Brown 96
"No. Well, how d o I pu t

this.,.how much more stagnation
can they take."

Josh Keith *97
"I really don't know. I would
want to get more information before I decide."

Billy Bush '94 and Wag
"Only if he promised to wear a
speedo and baby oil when the sun
came out."

Alex Bici *94
"No, I wouldn't.I think weneed
,a fresh perspective."
Echo photos by Yuhgo Yamaguchi
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Student issues sta gnate at Colby
BY PETER MURPHY
StaffWriter

A few weeksago, many students
of color banded together to petition
the Campus Community Committee for action on what they feel are
injustices committed against them
by the administration . In an evocatively intellectual and emotional
presentation they offered tothe committee what they felt were the major
difficulties and minor inconveniences about being a minority at
Colby as well as soluti ons t o these
concern s. But, as to be expected,
President William Cotter and the
adminis t ra tors, on the "community
committee " not only failed to act on
the major d iff icul ti es, bu t also on
the minor inconveniences. Cotter 's
response was to form more committees ontheissue , and t he bi tt er irony
of this statement is astounding.
First , why form another comrn itt eeon t heissueof racial inequi ty
— isn't it an issue for the "campus
community?" It seemsthat theCampus Communi tyCommittee accomplishes nothing more than channeling issues into other committees.
Wha t does the CCC do thatis of any
value in enhancing the feeling of
communi ty at Colby if it will not
even attem pt to broach the serious
issuesand concerns of our minori ty
groups? Doest he committ eesee t he
value in righ ting the concerns of the
student s of color? Does the fact that
Cotter and the rest of the committee
were unwilling to seriou sly address

»
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*$M Campaign Week:

Not an other committee:

the concerns raised tell Colby students something about committees?
Let 'sexamine for a moment some
current committees and their effectiveness in successfully resolvin g
student concerns. First, there was
the search committee to find a new
Dean of Intercultu ral Affairs. This
position was created so that many
minority stud ents could have a person with some political power back
them up and support them on various issues. Many students of color
were invited to be on the search
committee to find a replacement for
Dean Victor ia Hershey.
How ever, when the ti me came
to make the final decision, these
students were not even consulted.
Kassma n simply went ahead and
offered the job to the candidate she
wanted to hire knowing full well
that it was not the person tha t many
members of the committe e wanted
to hire. So, in t his case, st uden t
voice t hroug h committee was solicited but not heard.
Another committ ee is Alcohol
in the Campus Environment (ACE),
t he group looking int o how best t o
change thealcohol policy. ACE proposed a comprom ise t o Presiden t s'
Council regarding the ban on alcohol deliveries ; however , no ma tt er
what the committ ee recommends
or what Presidents 'Counc il decides ,
it is ult imat ely up t o t he Dean of
Students what course of action will
be taken.
ACE is really no more t han a
was t e of t ime, a charade , an ac t
which merely gives t he appearance

i

that stude nt voice throu gh committees is effective (this is by no means
to slight the hardworkin g people of
ACE).
These committees are a wonderful way for the administration to
hamper student voices. What better way to stifle political activism
and protest than to bog down the
leaders of these movements in
lengthy, pointless meetings that resolvenothing yetappear tobe reaching resolutions by producing beautifully written and masterfully stylistic statements that embrace such
ideas as multiculturalism while they
repudiate classism, rac ism and sexism? Such statements not only appearto have resolved inequities, but
t hey also mak e a grea t space filler
for Colby view books and other literature. Well, t alk is cheap, and by
observing what hap pened at last
Wednesday 's CCC meet ing, we can
see that it is just that: talk. <
Commi tt ees do litt le more t han
disempower students on campus.
Agreed, t here are some commi tt ees
t ha t are effec t ive, and some committees are useful in that they brin g
students together to talk about an
impor tant issue.
However, Cotier 'ssolution t ot he
issues raised by the students of color
was unaccep table. Whether or not
his intent in forming a committee
was t o st all the issues or not, this is
wha t will happen . I admire the
st uden t s of color 's decision t o work
for change outside the system and
suppor t their refusal to be duped
into sitting on a committee. Q

OPINION , continued from page 11
lofty thinkers as Locke, King, and
Malcolm X are used as pr opaga nda
to achievethem. Where as King and
Malcolm X were fighting for their
children 'sri ght toattend their neighborhood schools and their right to
walk down a street without having
racial epithets spewed at them, the
students of color are fighting for
such thin gs as their own residence
hall an d an African-Americ an Studies department.
Aga in, there are differing viewpoints on these issues, but the absence of a multicultural house on
campus or the program (rather than
depar tment al) status of AfricanAmerican Studies are certainl y not
grounds for the Administration 's
forf eiture of power , nordo they suggest tha t t he college ha s bet rayed
the trust of the studen t body.
More over , Dr. King would turn
over in his grav e if he knew tha t his
speeches were being used to advocate segregated housing on campus, the very thin g which he dedicated much of his life to ending.
Of par t icular no t ewor t hiness
was a pamphl et circulatin g campus
recen t ly which ha iled Presiden t
Cotter as a bigot. Although many
may differ with his perspectives on
many issues, his former presiden cy
of the African-Americ an Institute ,
his work in Nigeria , Columbia / and
Venezuela, and his staunch support
of speech codes clearly dis t inguish
him as a man acceptin g of all cultures, and devoted to protecting
them . The students of color most
assuredl y have t he righ t t o t heir
opinion , bu t it is wrong t o assume
tha t anyone! who opposes these-

opinions is ignorant or bigoted.
The reason given by most students of color for wanting a
multicultural house is that they are
tired of constant ly "educating "
people, and want a place where they
can live where this is not necessary.
Why is it that it is always minorities
educating others! If two students
are debating the effects of, say, af firmativeaction , and one stud ent happens to be black , why is it that she is
"educatin g" the other? If the stud ents of color have such an avers ion
to "educatin g" peop le about their
race , then why the insistence on an
African-Amer ican Studies department?
Unfor tunately, Colby is an overwhelmingly white school. Clearly,
there are many race-related issues
tha t need to be addressed (although
none are as pressing as t he "separa te but equal " doctrine taken on by
Thurgood Marshall , Dr. King, and
others ). Theorganization , unity, and
energy of t he st ud ent s of color is t o
be applauded , but rather than looking toward the immediate future ,
they must consider the long-term
implica t ions of t heir met hods of
achieving their demands. Althoug h
t hese met hods may earn t hem a
multicultural house or an AfricanAmerican major in t he immedia t e
fu t ure , suggest ing t ha t t he College
has forfei ted its authority, or unjustly castingnegative light on President Cotter is no way to win points
with the jury of public opinion. Inst ead , t hese tac t ics have a proclivi t y
t o al iena t e and anger , and wi t hou t
t he public 's suppor t, none of t heir
demands will become reality. Q

LEARNING
, continued frompage 11
my own development and that of
the society around me. I have felt
similarly overwhelmed with such
emotions at later points in my life,
particularly one and a quarter year
later when I witnessed the LA riots
and the events surrounding them.
Fortunately, I have managed to
find a point of faith which demands
that there is some purpose to my
existence. That faith is the memory
of tender moments and the mist in
the morning air. Some call it God.
The development of my spirituality
led me to see another aspect of the
human condition: hope.
1 have since spent much time in
personal introspection. My vision
of the world continuesto be sharpened as I experience new countries,
people, stories, and religions. Each
time I find myself resisting knowledge, preferringthe security of the
familiar. But every now and then
some knowledge slips in.
The whole thing is, friends, that
in order for me to heal my personal
wounds, I have to confront the aspects of society which I have internalized. Once a woman asked me
"how can one eat at a table full of
rich foods, while another lies by
your side, starving?" I find myself
eating, but I can fold no joy in the
meal. I can choose to ignore the
groaning soul beside me, or per?
haps even call in the police to removehim or her,but it isonly when
I can sit with that person at my side

———

and see him or her as my equal;
sharing the eatingexperience, only
then can I find joy.
For while I might fool myself
into ignoring what I have done, I
subject myself to spending all of my
energies perpetuating that lie until
it has consumed me. Under such
conditions I can not be truly free.
We are all constantly caught in
relationships of objectifi cation, oppression, and violence. The individual is not the source for all of
, society^ wrongs, but we must recognize the role we play in perpetuating them in all of our actions. Perhaps action is the third part of the
human condition.
1assert that we must continue to
internalize our academic readings
and interactions to better understand the misery of others and of
ourselves. We must encourage that
our curriculum teach beyond the
safety of "traditional" analysis. We
must push ourselves to take risksin
the classroom; We should by all
means try to spend at leasta semester in a foreign setting. Spiritually,
we must take Bernice King's lead
and learn to celebrate life. We must
attempt to make hope,not fear, the
source of our decision making. And
throughout this entire process we
must learn to acknowledge our actions. Only once we acknowledge
acts of hatred can we perceive acts
of love.I wish us all the best of luck.
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LETTERS*continued f romp age10
to learn some painful lessons,but
because of what I have learned,
there are ways I can educate and
help others.
1 don't know what it is like to
feel racism, for people to hate me
for the color of my skin, but I do
know what it is like to live for t wo
years in a city of 100,000and be one
of only two white-skinned people,
to be the constant object of curiosity and suspicion,to be stared at all
day, every day, even through the
windows of my home—it was difficult and it exhausted me. But I
also knew that my situation was
not permanent, that I would leave
Nigeria and return home where I
would onceagain feel comfortable.
And I wasn't despised for being
white.
Colby is a liberal arts college,a
place where ideas are to be exchanged,where disagreement and
differences of opinions are to be
encouraged,but I senseinstead an
atmosphereof repression and fear,
where peopleareafraid to express
themselves, where dialogue is
choked off and replaced by the silence of fear and distrust.
We all share in the responsibility to make Colbya placewhereall
feel Welcome,noneexcluded.How
can We begin to build bridges that
allow us to recognize, to understand and accept, and to celebrate
our differences?

Swastikas
reveal need for
more education

Since the beginning of this
semester there has been both an
increase in the magnitude and
frequency of anti-Semitic activity
directed at members of the Colby
community.This was first brought
to theattention of the student body
after threeincid ents were reported
within the first three weeks of the
semester. A desk top was
discovered in Keyes that had the
phrase "HEBES SUCK 1994"
carved into it.
In another event, a student,
whose only fault was that he was
walking through the street of the
library on a Saturday night and
that he "lookstooJewish"by Colby
standards, was taunted and
mocked by a somewhat inebriated
athlete who had a sudden
revelation allowing him to chant
in Hebrew.The event that seemed
to catch the attention of the
administration, however, was the
swastika found at an off-campus
house.
The Campus Community
Committeeissued a condemnation
of theevents,and called for help in
finding the perpetrators of these
disgusting attacks. To the best of
my knowledge,nothing has come
of it. Despite ihe strong language
used to show that the school will
not tolerate such acts of causeless
hatred, anti-Semitism is still alive
and well at Colby College.
On March 30, it reared its ugly
Judy Carl-Hendrick head onceagain. Between7and 10
international Student Advisor p.m. a ten inch wkteswastika was

carved into the wall of the men's
restroom in the Spa. This ugly
symbol of the Nazi atrocities is,to
me, a symbol that represents the
murder of many family members,
along with the 6,000,000 other
innocent Jewish victims. It also
represents the rising pestilence
callings -themselves skinheads.
These worshippersof the swastika
areresponsible for brutal murders
and other hate related crimes
against "non-Aryan"people.
What was the person thinking
when he took the time to carve the
death symbol into the wall? Did
he know the extreme outrage and
horror that it gives me? Would it
bother him to know the number of
sleepless nights I will now have?
Was he staring at me and chuckling
with his friends as I walked
through the Spa that night?
Something must be done to
save Colby from drowning in this
current wave of anti-Semitism.
Written and verbalcondemnations
alone, although very much
appreciated, seem to have no
effect. Hillel has offered a variety
of cultural lecture and eventsopen
totheentirecommunityin an effort
to educate the campus in Jewish
culture. These events, however,
can only reach the people who
want to learn. The problem we are
facing is with the part of our
community which chooses to
remain ignorant and bigoted. The
school must now dedicate itself to
seriously researching ways in
which events like this can be
preventedand in which theJewish
communityat Colby can feel more
comfortable.
Matt Medwick *94
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Information Meeting
Monday , April 11
Robert Union
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HARTSHORN continued f romp ag e20
way to All-American status in the
800m in indoor track. However, after her first-year, Hartshorn said
good-bye to life and athletics on
Mayflower Hill and transferred to
Smith College in Massachusetts.
"Life at Colby just wasn't what I
expected/' said Hartshorn. 'Interms
of running, I felt that I was really
misunderstood. I have a lot of bad
feelings about how I was treated
and understood. I thought I ran well
my freshman year but I felt so much
opposition from other people on
the team. Track figured into my
decision because of that."
While at Smith College,
Hartshorn repeated as All-American, in both the 1500m and 800m.
Hartshorn was happy at Smith,but
decided to return to Colby after one
year.
"Looking back, Colby wasmore
of where I wanted to be academically," said Hartshorn. "I liked
Smith,but decided toreturn toColby
because of the academics."
Hartshorn returned to Colby and
spent the first semester away in
Chile. Since returning to Mayflower
Hill, things have not quite gone her
way. Afflicted with mononucleosis,
Hartshorn was stymied during the
ind oor season. Hartshorn is looking
forward to the upcoming outdoor
season and a return to both health
and prominence.

CLASSIFIEDS

Hartshorn also has a renewed
enthusiasm to be a part of theColby EUROPE this summer? Fly-only $169! CALIFORNIA-$129 ea, way ! CARIBBEAN /Mexican
track team, both because the atti- Coast-$ 189 rA. No gimmicks-no hitches. Call for information. Fly with AIRTECH 1-800-575tude of the team has changed and
TECH.
Hartshorn has integrated herself in National Park Summer Jobs - Tour guide , dude ranch , host(ess), instructor , lifeguard , hotel
the program the second time staff , trail maintenance , fir efighter , + volunteer & government positions available. Excellent
benefits + bonuses ! Apply now for best positions. Call: 1-206-545-4804 ext. N5069.
around.
"People have become more ac- APARTMENT WANTED: Professional , non-smoker , desires a clean, semi-furnished
cepting of meand I'vebecomemore apartment near Colby to rent for 10 weeks this summer. ^Please call 615-855-8488.
of a team person/' said Hartshorn. RAZZBERRY MOOSE- Temporary part-time help wanted. Ice Cream Shop Downtown Waterville
"The track program has changed;
11 am-3pm Monday-Friday. Until June. Job sharing 7«velcomed. Please call 877-9673 & leave a
people have become more competitivethaninmyfreshmanyear. When message.
I was here my freshman year there CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up to $2,000+/month working on Cruise Ships or Landwere upperclassmen who weren't Tour companies. World travel. Summer & Full-time employment available. No experience necessary
very dedicated. Other freshmen be- For more information call 1-206-634-0468 ext C5069.
sides myself had the same problem ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - Earn up to $8,000+ in two months. Room and board! Male
adjusting. Michelle Severence was or Female. Tr ansportation ! No experience necessary. Call (206)545-4155 ext. A5069.
one of them."
Back at Colby, she now realizes
the mentality of the athletics here at
Colby and has come to accept it.
"Colby's good because academics
are supposed to come first and if
you want to make track more of
your life it 's possible," said
Hartshorn. "The school supports the
teams but sometimes (the lack of
emphasis) gets frustrating."
"I'm really happy at Colby now
and I like the track program here
,,,.,,,,:,,,,,,,,,,:,,,,,.,,,,
and the coaches," said Hartshorn.
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organizational and administr ative talent.
Chxis Lohman is ideal for this position. This skiers for the first time. Chris looks forward
to working for the students of Chaplin Compast year Chri s successfully managed a
tmons, in particular ,effecting positive social
prev iously ineffective Echo subscriptions
department into a respectable and profit able and political change on campus ,
"WRITE-IN Andy Vernon and Chris
division of the Echo. In the process he
generated over $10,000 in revenue and kept Lohman for Chaplin Commons President and
Vice President Please remember to vote thi s
700 subscribers satisfied. He ivas also the
Frida
y,Apr il Sth. Thank-you ,
Student representative for Sunday River Ski
.
' ihe VernonlLohman Election Committee - a p aid advertisement-by
|
the Junior class , Andy knows how the
syste m work s and how to manuever within
it. As a known political activist , Andy is not
afrai d to to slap the admini stration around
when absolutely necessary. He looks
forward to bringing .your eoncerns to the
administration and moving his political
arena fro m the media into Dean Kassm an *s
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worked "with the police. Armed with
they're ready to show you how.
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(617) 736-3424
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And Get MOOlb Use As Cash Bad Or A Down Payment.
Plus Pre-Approved Credit lor Qualified College Graduates.

j

your first payment up to 120 days,
Youtook endless tests and endured more all-nighters than
This offer is available to college graduates, grad-school
you can count to finally get to graduation day. Your Ford
graduates and grad-school students graduating between
Dealer understands how hard you've worked and thinks
January 1,1994 and September 30, 1994.
you've earned a very special distinction...big savings on the
So hurry in to your New England
new Ford car or truck of your choice. .
Ford Dealer and see how your new
Right now,you can receive a $400
^^
irT
cash rebate on all new 1993 or 1994 ^Tf ^TXT 1?AJl
|
A W | degree can earn y°u big savings on a
Ford cars or trucks in addition to Iml P WW IJliWJLi lXI i II new Ford car or truck. Youmay even be
The
most other incentives being offered. 1
1 ___ ______ JJJ eligible for pre-approved financing.
Pu
or(
College Graduate
rchase
Qualified graduates could have no
^^^H|
JSl Si wm
BBMI IbmwbIbmbmbI |
Program. For more information call:
down payment on vehicles less than
$ 18,000 MSRP. You can even defer
I-800-321-1536.
FORD D E A L E R S
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Devastator of the Week

The off icial I-Pla y up date
Basketball
playoffs this
Sunda y

Echo photoby Yvhgo Yamagucm

The men 's lacrosse team hits jumped out to a tremendous
4-1 start, the only loss coming against Washington (Md.)
College^ which was ranked no. 5 in the nation. Leadin g
the team at putting ihe biscuit in the basket is junior
attackm an Brent McLean. "Rani" has tallied 15points
already in the season, being the big punch in the tough
trio of McLean , Bill Bush *94 and Matthew "Cookies "
Rur lbut '96. McLean is well on his way to posting an
impressive SO point season that will hopefully boost the
team into the ECACs for the first time since '91.

The I-play basketball season is
coming to an end, and it appears
that the play-offs will offer some
toughcompetition. In the one big
game of the week, Blue Oysters
defeated YoungBunchin thebattle
of the unbeatens,39-32. The playoffs for both the open and dorm
leagues will commence on Sunday.
The following is a list of players selected to be on the I-play
Open League basketball all-star
team: EAST—Joe Jabar , Chris
Rogers '94, Galen Carr '97, Tom
Dexter , Matt Salah '94, Ma r k
Gallagher '94,MattMannering'95,
PatSkulley '94,Rich Wagenknecht
'94,and Erwin Godoy '97 (coached
by Mark Porter '95and RickCatino
'95).
WEST—Jim Zadrozny '95 ,
Tyler Rainey '95, Matt O'Connell
'96 , Sean Devine '94John Conaty
'94, Matt Campbell '94, J on
Gorczyk '95,Tom Beed y '97,Javier
Fernandez '97, George Samuels
'96 (coached by Kevin Pirani ''96
and Derek Scacchi '96). The game
is tentativelyscheduled for tomorEcho photo by Yuhgo Yamaguchi row at 3 p.m., depending upon
Matt Camp bell e94 of the All-Madden open leagu e I-Play team Colby's scheduled baseball game
makes a move to the hole.
at U. Maine Farmington. (P.J.M)

The dictionary has at
least three definitions for
"value!So do we.
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30Oi Drive,Macinlosb*
Color Dkplay,tyjple * ExtendedKeyboardIf and twuse.
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Macintosh
Quadra* 610M6O, I tB/f
Apple* ColorPitts 14" Msplay,Apple
Exlendetl
Keyboard
II and mouse.

available within your budget.j i Meaning
Giving people more value for their money has made Macintosh' the best-selling
it)' Jt you get it all. Pom Quality. And afford's l'wt simP^e> So> ^ l'lat soun('s "^ va'ue
personal computer on campuses and across the coin- WffffKffff tflf ^
a' '
to you, v isit your Apple Campus k A^gth
try for the past two years! And that's a t rend t hat BiBlBiiBBliiiB ^^
^^ iCWW.
i \pp
Reseller today. And leave your dictionary at home.
is likely to continue. Because there are Macintosh and PowerBook* models

For all of your computer needs visit the " Macintosh Office"
at the Colby Bookstore in Roberts Union or call 872-3336
*All Macintosh prices include MS Word, Excel & a box of disks

are register^trademarksof AppleComputer, Inc. AppiiCD, ApplcCdorand'AiidloVkknare trademark*q)'/pphComputer,toe.
Apple, thetpflo logo, Macintosh,MacintoshQuadra andPowerliooh
'Dataattcst, 19H <8>1994AppleComputer,Inc.All rightsreserved.

Trac k stren gthens
It 's tuff without turf
legs in Vir ginia
BYJAC corns

BY W. MATTHEW

Sports Editor

MUSZAIA

StaffWriter

The Colby men's and
women's track and field teams
headed down to Virginia over
spring break. While training in
Williamsburg, at William and
Mary University,theMules were
able to escape the snow covered
fields of Maine, and get the outdoor season off the ground.
On March 26-27, women's
coach Debra Aitken and men's
coach James Wescott took their
outdoor team sto a twenty school
meet at Mary Washington University in Virginia.
"It was nice to compete with
schools from the mid-Atlantic region," said Wescott . "[The meet]
provided a break from the northeast schools we see throughout
the season."
The Mules did quite well, especially in the throwing events.
Five of the hammer hurlers had
Echo photo by J ennifer Atwood
their personal bests in the South. Track began outdoor practices this week
Siri Oswald '94, Lisa Conley '94,
men's co-captain Brian Schwegler '95, and scoring invitational meet that included DiviDanny LeGrand '96 were all able to chuck the sion I, II,and III teams. It wasa rather cold and
ball and chain further than ever before. Co- windy day, but the lack of snow, enabled the
captain of thewomen'steam,Brooke Lorenzen Mules to demonstrate their skillsin the throw'95 not only threw her personal best,but also ing events. Lorenzen was able to qualify for
the nationals in the hammer throw, and Ja ke
was able to throw the furthest in the meet.
In the running events the Mules were able Churchhill '96 won the 800 meter race in an
to leave Virginia with a few successful marks impressive 1.59 minutes.
"Given the adverse conditions," said
as well. Men's co-captain Kebba Tolbert '94
won the 100 meter dash in an impressive women's co-captain Jay Hartshorn '95, "we
11.23 seconds. Kara Patterson '97 finished came out of our first two meets doing quite
second in the 1500meter race that consisted of well, and from here, we can only improve."
This weekend the men's and women's
forty racers. Co-captain Michelle Severance
'94 won the 3000 meter race with a meet teams vail go down to Tufts again to compete
record and was able to provisionally qualify against Tufts, Bates, and Connecticut College. The Mules will open their home season
for the nationals.
Last Easter weekend the men's and on April 16, hosting the Polar Bears from
women's teams traveled to Tufts for a non- Bowdoin and the Bobcats from Bates. ?
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Vote Yuhgc Tor Treworgy Hall
President!!!

Holy Eucharist: Sunday 8:00 a.m. & 10:15 a.m .
Wednesday 10:00 a.m .
Morn ing Prayer: Friday 9:00 a.m.
Evening Prayer: Sunday 5:00 p.m.
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872-7869

C. Perrin Radley
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Get off the Hill for a
Homecooked Breakfast at:

BONNIE'S DINER
Colby Special - $3.45
J^ .
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Homefries, Bacon,
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Game Announcer
Student needed to announce
football and basketball games
(men and women). Thorough
knowledge required.
¦ mi

Hey GrOOvin* Treworgy
KesideittsH?
wmmmam

St. Mark's Episcopal Church

TWO PAID POSITIONS
AVAILABLE FOR '94- f 95
SCHOOL YEAR WITH THE
CO MMUNICATI ONS O FFI CE
Sports Information Intern
Will handle football next Fall.
A knowledge of football required.
Must be extremely responsible
and give attention to detail. Will
help in the supervision of six
¦
other
students.
,
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Someone from Buildings and Grounds
badthesnowblowercraoked
up Kastweek,
blowing oilfhe mounds of snow that were
left on Ihe outdoor track from the bogus
amount of the white stuff we got this,winter,tlietrackteamis fortunate enough to
participatein a sport in which,its primary
surface is able to be plowed by an adaptableJohn Dee*.
Most of the other spring sports axe not
as fortunate, as they relyon io4 for their
matches* If one was going to attempt to
plow thosefields, he or she might as welt
bring in someof theladies frontthe Bobbin
for some mud-wrestling.The Buildings
and Ground staff worksto hard duringthe
summer making those fields-immaculate
tohave three Weeksof spring playingtime
rnitt them.
So what is the solution? The men'* lacrosseteam ventured up to Castine,Maine,
about two hours away from here to the
Northeast,to play a gameagainsttheMariners. The gamewent off without a hitch.
Did they covertheir £ields?No*t>othey
have pipes for their dorms running -under
their lax field? No, Did they shovel it?
Nope,
The folks up a.t Maine Maritime are
blessed With an Astro*fcmf field which al*
lows them to play certain sports earlyon in
the spring season/Let'sface it, spring sports
for Colbyare a shot hi the dark.In my four
years here, we have had two miserable
springs weather-wise, one pretty decent
one, and this Y***** st*H ttP ** ^* air
depending how muchrain we get.
If we were able to get an artificial turf
field,the athletics at Colhy Would be able
to move up to a new level. The college
could put a regulation size lacrosse field
right in front of the shelly next to the baseball field/ withlighting muchlikethefootball practicefield.The men'san d women's
lacrosse teams would he able to practice

and play all Of their games because the
artificial turf could he easily swept clear of
snow at the beginningof the season.
Hiebaseball and softball teamswould
riot he able have regulation games^but the
outdoor facilities would compliment the
indoor abilities/ allowing for infield practice and the like outside.
Thenew turf would not just be used in
the spring either,The sports teams in the
fall, such as the soccer teams and field
hockeycould use the turf latein the season
if there was early snow and wouldallow
them to playoutside without fear of ripping up their natural grass fields.
Alwaysa concern fo* President Cotter
is too much emphasis on athletics, God
forbid, and where the money would come
from to payf or stich a venture*In answer to
the first quandary,other fine academicinstitutions in theNESCACconf erenee,such
as Hamilton, already have artificial turf
facilities which allow them to compliment
their academics with top-notch athletics.
Also, just think of the sick concerts the
school could have down at the shell with
artificial turf allowing the elderlyand lazy
to sit in their chairs without sinking into
the muck |n front of the stage. That would
be righteous.
As for the money, some guy named
Alf ond has been known to givea couple of
ducats to Colby to set up first ratefacilitles.
Mister Harold Alf ond is one of the most
generous people in the world and truly
cares about Colby,and might be intrigued
With idea of artificial turf.
The obvious concern with getting artificial turf is the injuries for which it is
notorious.That is the onlydrawback to the
idea, but one that can be controlled with
the outstanding training facilities that
Colby is blessed with.
If Maine Maritime has the ability to
give its prospective student athletes the
ability to play their spring sports without
the muck and mire that is indigenous to
Lower Canada, Colby should be able to
provide the same capabilities. D
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Toast , and Coffee Cake

872-7712
Open Sev en Day s A Week

Sure air bags work great in frontend collisi ons , but onl y a safet y
belt can protect yoirfrom side and
rear-end collisions. So buckle up.
And you 'll cover all the angles.

5:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m,

Benton A venue , Winslo w

1 1

CALL LYNN FOR DETAILS X3276

^

Bear left after the winslow bridge- then 3 miles
ahead on the left

^

YOU COULD UEARNA LOT FROM A DUMMY!

BUCKLEYOURSAFETYBELT.

SpringBreak Results
Men 's Baseball (2-7)
3/20 St. Lawrence 8

Colby 5
3/21 Hartwick 7 Colby2
Har twick 5 Colby 1
3/22 Alleghanny 17

Colby 3
3/ 23 Missouri Valley 8
Colby 7
3/24 Colby 2

St. Lawrence 0
3/25 Union 8 Colby 7

Hiram 10 Colby 9
3/ 26 Colby 3 Williams 2
(all games played at Terry

Park , For t Myers, FL)
Women's Softball (3-3)
3/ 21 Wheaton College
3/22 Colb y 10

Dickinson 9
3/23Wffliams ll Colby9
3/24 Colby 5 Endicott 1
Tufts 12 Colby 3
3/25 Colby 15 Hiram 1
(all games played in For t

Myers , FL)
Men's Lacrosse (4-1)
3/20 Was hington 16

Colby 1
3/22 Colby 19 Catawba 3
3/23 Colby 14Wheaton 2
3/26Colby l3Hampden Sydney 12 (OT)
3/30 Colby 16 Maine

Maritime 5
Women's Lacrosse (2-3)

Baseball
drops
ball in
the glare

Return s with 2- 7
recor d
BY BYANMAYHUGH
Staff Writer

Even though the .weather was
nicedownin FortMyers and Florida
treated fchemen'sbaseball team well,
the competition did not. The team
competed in ninegames with teams
from all over the U.S. and left the
Sunshine state with a sub-par 2-7
record,"but gained valuable experience, according to Coach Tom
Dexter.
"I thought that the trip was definitelyproductive,"saidDexter."We
wereable to play nine games which
gave experience to some of oiir
younger players."
The 2-7 mark is misleading, as
Colby dropped three gamesby only
one run. "We did some nice things
both offensively and defensively/'
said Dexter. "A few key mistakes
came back to haunt us."The Mules
captured their first win of the year
by beating St. Lawrence 2-0behind
junior Doug Macauley's pitching
'95, who hurled a two hit shutout.
Colby bunted home both runs, with
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E VER YTHING IN MUSIC
99 Main St.

872-5622
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WE'VE GOT YOU
COVERED FOR
SPRI NG SPORTS
GREAT SELECTION: 1 20% OFF
Baseball/Softball
• Softball Bats
Mitts
• Running Shoes by Nike, |
ASICS, Adidas, & Reebok

GREAT SELECTION
OF FULL LINE :
• Tennis / Golf / Lacrosse Sticks
• Frisbees / Hackey-sacks / Balls
• Oakley Glasses / Hiking Boots
• Cross Trainers / Soccer Shoes
• Goalie Gloves for indoor

3/23 Roano ke 11 Colby 9
3/25 Colb y 12

Longwood 7
3/26 Lynchburg 12

Colby 7
(all above games played

Colby 9

mw

Music Center

Macon 7

3/31 Sprin gfield 11

nl

seniors Dan Katz and Keith Gleason
both successfully executing squeeze
attempts.
The Mules then went on to defeat Williams in extra innings by a
score of 3-2. Mike Shaheen '97 got
the win as Colby scored the winning run on a wild pitch.
Captain Justin Van Til '95 sustained an injury to his armouring
the trip and is out for the season,
according to Dexter. Filling in for
him at shortstop wasHarold Graves
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3/22 Colby 9 Randolp h-
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Taking a crack in the fieldhouse.

JOSEPH 'S

OCLOTH ING & SPORTING GOODS
Main St., Wield
453-9756

OPEN
Mon.-Thurt. & Sat. 9-5
Fri. 0-6

'97,who proceeded to hit .429 with
two doubles and a home run.
Other offensive leaders for the
Mules were Gleason, who hit .370
with7RBI'sand 4 stolen bases.Jesse
Wilcox '96added a.364averageand
4 RBI's while rookie Jerrod Deshaw
hit .346 with 4 stolen bases.
Overall,Dexter thought that the
trip was well worth it. "We go down
to get experience," said Dexter. "A
lotofthegamesaren'tgoingtocount
against us in the ECAC voting."

o

Colby is scheduled to play four
games this coming weekend, but
the one against U. Maine
Farmington will probably be canceled due to a lack of playable fields,
according to Dexter.
The Mules will travel to play U.
Southern Maine today, and will face
a challenge because USMis ranked
6th in the country for Division III.
Then Colby will go down to Boston
takeon UniverStyofMassachusetts
in a double header oh Saturday. ?
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I Get a medium cheese pizza
I and 2 cokes or diet cokes
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BY BEN RUSSELL
StaffWriter

For their spring training/ the
Colby women's lacrosse team venture tobeautifulVirginiaforaffbur
game set during the recent spring
break week.
Their efforts did not go towaste,
astheycompileda 2-2recordagainst
some very worthy opponents like
Roanoke and Lynchburg. It was a
successful start to what the team
hopes will be an even more fruitful
season.
The team now stands < at a respectable2-3with a losslastweekto
Springfield,butwithtwogamesthis
weekatElmsand Wesleyan,respectivelyy theMideswUtiytomoveup
to one game oyer the .500 mark.
While the 2-2 outcome of the
Virginia trip may seem modest,
breaking even keeps them in position to challenge or be among the
best of the Mules' conference foes.
"We are very satisfied with how
we played. The two games we lost
were to Roanoke, the sixth ranked
team in DivisionIII,and Lynchburg,
the eighth ranked team in Division
III. We played f airly well in those
games. I am very optimistic because this teamis very young, with
three seniors and only two juniors.
As we get more experience we will
learn to pull out the,tough ones/'
said Head Coach Heidi Salin.Thisis
her first year at- the helm of the
White Mules. ,. -.
One of those tough losses came"
last weekat the hands of-Springfield College. The Mules fell 11-9 in
a game thatSalin would characterize as another learning experience
forheryoungteam.'lcould seethat
wewereprettytiredat the half;and

Andy Sulah '94 takes a swing at RebeccaMay '95 during a recent indoor practice.
We ehd^ ;tip committing a lot of .,. Colby must bounce back this think if we minimize our mistakes
turnovers.•: No team can win when week against Elms on Wednesday wecantakeboth games/'saidSalin.
Led by junior Rebecca May,who
and Wesleyan on Saturday. "We
yotfk^ej^givingfrtie ball up."
has
14 points, firstr-year Jessica
; J-iS^^^mp^;Jenifer Pope was reallyhaven't played that badly and
excellent;wnet, saying thirty-four this is the week we need got some Eklund, who has 13points, and seconfidence and some momentum. nior Tri-captain Jessica Matzkin,
^rin^fieid sto^
¦
Wesleyan will be very tough but I who has 12 points,the Mules could
¦five savesdn:t^s^soriYY .' y '

Echo photoby Yuhgo Yemagucki
very well take the upcoming pair of
games. With inexperience the only
factor working against them right
now, they will be interesting to
watch as they get more games under their belt. Q

team batting average/' said Head
Coach Laura Halldorson. "We lost
to somepretty good teamsinFlorida,
but our goal was to do better than
we did last year and we did fulfill
that."
The team has come together as a
cohesive unit because of the week
spent in Florida. The team played
solidly all week, culminating in a
15-1 thrashing of Hiram College in
the week's finale.
"It'sthe first timel'veseenColby
beat someone that badly," said
Halldorson. "Unfortunately, the
break is the most frustrating part
and has taken away some of our
momentum."
Back in Maine,theteam hasbeen
caged up in the fieldhouse, awaiting warm weathertoclearthesnowridden field. "We have a chance of
playing this weekend," said
Halldorson. "Wearecurrentlylooking into playing away at Bates and

U. Southern Maine this weekend
instead of here."
With the strong play down south,
the team stands at an even 3-3 for
the first time since the team began
its annual southern trek.Hopefully,
that success can be parlayed into a
winning season and a birth in the
NESCAC playoffs.
"We're not sure if there will be a
NESCACtournament thisyear.That
leaves the ECAC Tournament and
that is beyond where we are now,"
said Halldorson. "We are very optimisticbecausewe know these teams
and know we can have success
against them."
The key to the season for the
Mules willbe to transfer their sharp
play to the frozen north and put
forth the effort characteristic of the
team in Fort Myers. Assuming the
team can pick up wherethey left off
in Florida,a NESCAC birth is a realistic goal. ?

Softb all make s strides in Florida

W^come Back
and

BY PJ MCBRIDE
Asst. Sports Editor

Swing into Spring!

For the third year in a row, the
Colby College women's softball
team traveled down to Florida for
spring break in search of some experience and warm-weather competition.
After suffering througha 1-7trip
last season, the team set a goal to
improve upon their record and finish the season above .500. If the play
in Floridaisany indication,the team
is headed for great improvements.
Behind a .351 team batting average(as opposed to .235the previous
spring),the team notchedan even 33 record in Florida. Becca Apollon
'95 led the way with a .550 average
(ll-for-20),followed byseniorKaren
Whitcomb's .471 and Hillary Ross
'97 .at All \
"The biggest positive was the
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Track teams, ¦.._
stretch their tegs
at meets in
Virginia,
p ag e17a

Hart shorn 's int ensi ty
bri ngs her success
BY PJ MCBMDE
Asst. Sports Editor

Tennis looking
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England Small College Athletic
Conference last spring provided
the men's teni risteamwith much,
motivation to-get out Joafaststert
this spring , pie team made its
waydownto Htlton Headlsland ,
South Carol ina, joining 180 cdl~
legete'ams on spring brea k,to get
in some early spring play. Much
to ihe delight of Head J ohn 11%
the team,whiichisdominated by
seniors and first years,came back
to Mayflower Hill with an impressive 3-2record.
"we Were just trying to get a
few mat ches;under ottrbeh ysaid
lllig. Hie squad accomplished
that while comp iling some impressive vims over the tikes of
Low Coun try College, which at
the time was tanked no. 9 in a
junior college national foil. Ihe
team also defeate d Division II
powerhouse Kutzdown ^-3 un der
the lights at Hilton Head ,
First- year Staunton Bovven,
who has stepped in at the no. 1
slot (ax the team , had a spectacu lar trip playin g beyond his years,
giving the team a solid foundation.
"It was apr ettygood tri p/'said

bringing back a 4 *1 record that
mayearn him a challen gebid for
the no. 1 slot Also, senior Tristan * $d Ramirez mt played
his first raatches in two years and
had
some positive improvement.
:
Rounding out the three wins
iot the team was a 6-3 rout of
Hope College out .o( Michigan.
Perez, Kamirez , first-year Bon
"Ihe Mighty" Quinby and Dave
Tedeschi 496 all had victories over
Hope.
Thetwolosses on the trip came
against NESCAC p ower house
Amherst, which fields the stron gest players in the league, and
J ohns Hopkins, al t hou gh Bowen
was able lo defeat Hopkins' no. 1
seed.
The Wildcats of UNH fell to
Colby on Mar , 30, boosting the
teams record to 4-2 with big
matches at Colby*SaWyer ar *d
Habson coming up.
Spring break gave the tea m
much needed confidence that
should put them into the elite of
H ety England , just one season after bring up the rear in NESCAC
"Most ol the matches we expect to win/ said Illi g.Q

in ^ long rime. Ipiayed a strong
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Jennifer "Jay" Hartshorn is intense. As a track and field competitor here at Colby her first year,
Hartshorn found her intensity and
competitive nature to be in conflict
with the ideology of the Colby track
team. Hartshorn cameto Colby from
Lexington (Mass.). High School,
where her team wasextrernely competitive and one of the top interscholastic teams in the state.
"Our high school team was reall y competitive," said Hartshorn.
"I wasn't even thebest runner in my
hi gh school but we were all very
competitive/ ' The philosophy at
Colby was different than at Lexington, placing a greater emphasis on
academic s and seemingl y less emphasis on track in general. It was a
tough transitionfor Hartshorn to go
throug h.
"There was a difference in attitudes on the track team ," said
Hartshorn. "I reall y didn 't get along
with many of the track team members because we had a different
mentality about track. " Hartshorn
was an intense and confident member of an otherwise laid-back squad
and the difference in attitudes conflicted. Hartshorn had an immediate impact on the squad , racing her Track star Jay Hartshorn '94.
see HARTSHORNon page 14
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Men's lacrosse dominates down south

Brin gs home 3-1 record and a no.
20 nationa l rankin g f rombreak
BY GALEN CAKR
S taff Wri ter

After their recent 16-5 victory
over Maine Mar itime last Wednesday,which pushed the WhiteMulesrecord to 4-1, head coach David
Zazzaro was still leery of the season. "We still haven 't played our
best lacrosse/ ' If this isn't the best
play the Mules have to offer this
season , t hen t he ot her NESCAC
teams may as well pack in their
seasons early.
After their spring trip to Virg inia , where they tallied an impressive 3-1 record , the Mules returned
home with a no. 3 ranking in New
England and a repu ta t ion tha t will
begin to instill fear in their opponents. In the opening contest of the
1994 season, Colby faced nationally
ranked Washing ton College (Md .)
for their first game outside the
dungeonous fieldhouse , The Mules
were tested early, as Washin gton
jumped out to a nine point lead in
the first half, hut Colby stayed with
the opp osition , according t o
Zazzaro , The Mules put in a solid
second half , event ually dropping
the match. 16-6.

"All the mistakes we made we
knew were correc t abl e," said
Zazzaro.
Unfor tunately , t he loss on the
field was not the only one the Mules
suffered thatday. Captains BillBush
*94 and Andrew Colligan *94 sustained injuries that would f orcethem
to sit out the next contest. However,
t he absenceof p oint s f rom Bush and
defense from Colligan was immediately replaced by a core of upperclassmen , including J on Smith *%
and Ma tt Hurlbu t *96, who have
been settin g the tone all year long,
according to Zazzaro.
Two days later , the Mules arrived hun gry fora win and promp tly
smoked a weak Catawba College
team by the score of 19-3.
"We cleaned up our mistakes,"
said Zazzaro, as the second year
coach was able to get some time for
his reserves.
The following day, the Mules
faced Wheaton College and continued to roll , thrashin g the Lyons by a
14-2coun t, This victory and the one
agains t Cat wba servedto propel the
Mules into a weekend cdnt est with
Hampden-Sydney the
, no. 12ranked
team in the nation. Colby came out
firing, and won a nail-bi ter in OT,

13-12.

"Tha t vict ory is one of the f ive
biggest wins f or Colby lacrosse ,"
said Zazzaro , whose sen ti m ent s

were echoed by senior Mike King.
"Tha t game really pu t us on t he
map. "
Apparen tly the map has been
read , for the Mules received a no. 20
na t ional ranking t his past week,
boosting expectations and dreams
of the postseason. "Everyt hing has
been working well," said Zazzaro.
Stellar performances down South
were turned in by Bren t McLean
95, who posted 15 poin t s, Hurlbu t
(10 pts.), and Jeff Harris '95, who
tallied 8 goals. Outstanding defensive perf ormances were t urned in
by King, Bret t Nardini '96, And y
Vernon '95,John Scammon '94 and
goalie Tom Harrop '95.
On March 30, t he Mules were
backon their native soil facing Maine
Mari tme Academy , who they dismissed 16-5. The Mules curren t
record of 4-1willremainunchang ed
un t il Saturday 'sgame at Amhers t ,
Accor ding to Zazzaro, t his contest
is not tobe taken lightly, as the Lor d
Jeffs are newly impr oved and one
tcha photoby Yuhgo Yamagucht
big win away from blowing their Matt Hurlbut '96 give? teammate Nick Maumeh § *tha
season wide open. ?
cold ihoulder.

